
CONTEST OF CHAMPIONS



The Gang

COLTRANE, 16, male, African ancestry, late 60’s / early 70’s 
urban soul accent.

JANIE MAE, 16, female, European ancestry, Radcliff Kentucky 
accent, hair partially dyed pink (daughter of Craig Cornish).

JOHNNY REB, 17, male, European ancestry, North Georgia 
Appalachian accent.

ODESSA PICKARD, 17, female, Asian ancestry (preferably 
Korean), Lexington southern accent, long black hair.

KATIE BELLE, 15, female, African ancestry, Georgia southern 
accent (daughter of Aretha).

DUDE, 8, male, dog, white German Shepherd, calm, loving.

MISSY, 4, female, dog, brown Shih Tzu, feisty, playful.

The Parents

CRAIG CORNISH, 40, male, European ancestry, Radcliff Kentucky 
accent.

ARETHA CORNISH, 39, female, African ancestry, Georgia 
southern accent (wife of Craig Cornish).

GRANDMA BUCKALEW, 65, female, European ancestry, refined 
Southern accent (guardian to Johnny Reb).

The Villain

STEVES CORNISH, 44, male, European ancestry, Radcliff 
Kentucky accent (brother of Craig Cornish).

Key Supporting Players

ANDY HARMON, 16, male, European ancestry, Lexington southern 
accent.

HANNAH CRUZ, 17, female, Latin or mixed ancestry, Lexington 
southern accent. 

CHAVEZ, 19, male, mixed Native American (Cherokee / Apache) 
and European ancestry, Lexington southern accent. 



************************************************************

“It was Jesus’ own people killed him. Turns out they thought 
he was uppity” 

                    - John Coltrane, May 10, 1991.

************************************************************

CUT TO:

EXT. THE HILLS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY. DAWN. AUGUST, 1991.

A mockingbird calls. Sunrise on the horizon. Supplication. 
COLTRANE performs the Salah facing due East. The rising sun 
eclipses the smoky mountain tops.

Coltrane. Leaning back, relaxed, against a Maple tree. 
Honeysuckles. Mockingbird calls.

Coltrane, focused, eyes closed, plays an imaginary trumpet...

COLTRANE
Be buh do beep. Be buh do beep.

MOCKINGBIRD
Wow wow wow tir tiira tuurah.

COLTRANE
Bow bow bow dur duura doooruuh.

Coltrane and the mockingbird continue their dance...

COLTRANE (CONT’D)
Bah bu di bap bap. Ba bu de bap pib 
de be do duuh wow.

INT. LEXINGTON, KY. 1469 STEPHEN FOSTER DR. BEDROOM. DAWN.

JOHNNY REB gently strums the beginning chords of “Melissa” by 
the Allman Brothers. F concert blues. Guitar capo 1st fret.

Johnny Reb shirtless. Wisdom & compassion custom Chinese 
black shoulder tattoo. Small black script tattoo across left 
chest. “Exodus 8:2”. Dark grey ‘47 Atlanta Braves baseball 
cap. Longish brown hair.

The guitar. White SRV decal on black pickguard. Geraldine.
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EXT. THE HILLS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY. DAWN.

Coltrane continues his improvisation in F blues over the 
chords Johnny Reb lays down.

INT. BALLET STUDIO. DAWN.

JANIE MAE, dressed in ballet rehearsal attire, elegantly 
leans forward. Her leg on the rail. Windows. Mirrors. Grace. 
Beauty. Innocence. 

INT. STAGE. PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL. DAWN.

ODESSA PICKARD seated. One spotlight. Odessa plays the piano 
along to the soundtrack “Hush Little Baby” in the key of F.

The piano. Odessa’s grace. The keys. The stage. A smile.

EXT. 1924 COTTONWOOD DR. LEXINGTON, KY. DAWN.

KATIE BELLE takes DUDE and MISSY for a walk. The two dogs 
lead her slightly as she yawns and stretches. Dude runs up 
and licks KB’s face. She recoils but laughs. Hush Little 
Baby. They frolick.

INT. LEXINGTON, KY. 1469 STEPHEN FOSTER DR. BEDROOM. DAWN.

Johnny Reb places the guitar against the wall. Vintage MOLINE 
WAGON COMPANY POSTER. Grabs his baseball bat as he exits the 
front door. Shirtless. Baseball cap. 

EXT. OPEN FIELD. DAWN.

CHAVEZ holds the pads while ANDY HARMON, in shoulder pads and 
helmet, charges and makes strong contact. 

CHAVEZ
Again.

Andy repeats the exercise.

ANDY HARMON
Hyah!

Andy again makes strong contact.

CHAVEZ
Good. Again.
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INT. PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL. BASKETBALL GYM. DAWN.

HANNAH CRUZ. Short shorts. Tight top. Ankle socks. 
Cheerleading sneakers. Standing back tuck. Pause. Repeat. 
Standing back tuck. Pause. Repeat. Standing back tuck.

INT. PLD HIGH. PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE. DAWN.

DR. JON AKERS, 45, male, African ancestry, Lexington Southern 
accent, speaks across his desk to CRAIG & ARETHA CORNISH, 
standing closely beside each other.

AKERS
Craig. 

CRAIG
Dr. Akers, sir. 

The men shake as Akers clasps Craig on the shoulder. A 
moment.

AKERS
And Coach.

Akers turns to give Aretha a big hug.

ARETHA
So good to see you Principal Akers.

AKERS
Well look everybody have a seat. 
Let’s talk about those plans to win 
that Cheerleading National 
Championship...

Akers give a head nod to Aretha as he walks around his desk 
and sits.

AKERS (CONT'D)
And I’m expecting high hopes from 
you too Craig. Paul Laurence Dunbar 
is going to have the best 
cheerleading squad AND the best 
marching band in the whole gosh 
darn State of Kentucky. Now that 
ladies and gentlemen is why we’re 
here. Am I right?

CRAIG
You are right sir.

Aretha playfully salutes.
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ARETHA
Yes sir. Absolutely sir. 
Understood.

They all laugh. Old friends. It’s good to be together again.

AKERS
(deadpan) Now get it done.

Craig and Aretha’s eyes meet.

EXT. COUNTY HIGHWAY. PAINTSVILLE, KENTUCKY. MORNING.

Coltrane stands by the highway. Jeans. Brown boots. White 
tank top. Flannel. Black leather trumpet case slung over his 
shoulder. Baseball cap. NY Yankees.

A faded blue pickup truck approaches. Coltrane. Thumb out. 
Truck stops. Coltrane hops in the back of the pickup truck. 
Raps the rear window with his knuckles. Driver turns. 
Coltrane smiles. Driver smiles. 

The pickup heads down the mountain pass towards the plains of 
Central Kentucky.

CUT TO:

EXT. BLOCK PARTY. LEXINGTON (TATES CREEK AREA). DUSK.

Johnny Reb, shirtless, dances to the summertime beats. Janie 
Mae bobs around Johnny Reb. Coltrane. Fist bump with Johnny 
Reb. Laughs. Hug.

Johnny Reb shimmies out of frame. Janie Mae gets up close on 
Coltrane.

COLTRANE
So that’s what’s up babydoll?

JANIE MAE
That’s what’s up C. Can you dig?

Coltrane laughs as Janie Mae places her back on his chest and 
seductively slithers up and down. They dance.

The gang. The crowd. Johnny Reb tosses Andy Harmon a box of 
THIN MINT GIRL SCOUT COOKIES. Go long. Touchdown! Chavez 
hollers. High school kids grinding to the dank beats.
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EXT. GROCERY STORE PARKING LOT. AFTERNOON.

Cheerleader car wash. Two cheerleaders flag down cars. 
Drinking from the water hose. Short shorts. Bikini tops. 

Janie Mae sprays Hannah Cruz with the nozzle. 

HANNAH
Oh my god. Bitch!

JANIE MAE
Blasphemer! This here’s a 
blashphemer ladies and gentlemen.

HANNAH
I’m gonna blaspheme all over your 
skinny little ass if you don’t stop 
spittin’ your funk there 
girlfriend.

Bubbles. Ha ha ha. Booty shakin’.

INT. GYMNASTICS TRAINING FACILITY. UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY.

Janie Mae powers down the mat. Roundoff, back handspring, 
full twist. Lands off balance. Tumbles to the floor.

Aretha Cornish works with Janie Mae, Hannah, and Katie Belle. 
Laughter. Focus. 

ARETHA
Excellence is dotting every I and 
crossing every T. Then, let go and 
flow...that was better 
Janie...Hannah spot Katie Belle on 
her back tucks over there.

HANNAH
Yes mam.

Aretha pulls Janie Mae to the side. 

ARETHA
You ok today kiddo? You seem sort 
of in a funk.

JANIE MAE
Yeah. 

ARETHA
Ok remember the doc said just say 
how you’re feeling.
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JANIE MAE
I guess I’m feeling kind of just 
yucky, you know?

ARETHA
Baby, I know. Believe me...ok 
that’s good. Again?

Janie Mae musters her courage.

JANIE MAE
Again!

ARETHA
That’s my girl.

Janie Mae tunnels down the mat. Roundoff, back handspring, 
full twist. Lands it!

Aretha raises her fist with determination. Achievement.

INT. MOVIE THEATRE. 

“It’s a Wonderful Life” plays on the movie screen. Coltrane 
reaches for Janie Mae’s hand. Janie Mae looks up sheepishly. 
Coltrane moves in for the kiss. Jane Mae beats him to it. 
Pow! Booyah! Janie Mae moves in and straddles Coltrane. 

George Lassos the Moon. Coltrane and Janie Mae laugh. 

JANIE MAE
I love you.

COLTRANE
I love you too babydoll.

JANIE MAE
No I LOVE you.

COLTRANE
I know babydoll.

JANIE MAE
But...I LOOOOVEEE You.

COLTRANE
Shoo...

They laugh together.
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EXT. BATTING CAGES. LEXINGTON, KY. LATE AFTERNOON. 

The batting cages. Johhny Reb. Shirtless. Baseball Cap. 
Coltrane. White wife beater. Baseball cap turned backwards.

Johnny Reb hands Coltrane a token for the machine. Coltrane 
loads the quarter. Johnny Reb stands in the batter’s box 
batting left handed.

JOHNNY REB
So how was governor’s school?

Machine spits a ball. Johnny Reb makes strong contact. 
Excellent form.

COLTRANE
It was chill man. The real deal you 
know?

Johnny Reb looks at Coltrane and listens.

JOHNNY REB
And Janie Mae? That’s a thing now?

Johnny Reb swings and makes strong contact again.

COLTRANE
You cool with that brother?

JOHNNY REB
That was a long time ago mahn. Me 
and her we straight now. Like kin.

Johnny Reb walks to the opposite side of the batters box. 
Stands in the right-handed stance.

COLTRANE
Respect.

The two young men fist bump.

JOHNNY REB
Nah man I’m asking for you. Janie’s 
great and all...I mean heart o’ 
gold, the best. She’s uh got that 
thing though...

The machine pitches a ball. It goes by unnoticed by the two 
men in deep conversation.

COLTRANE
...borderline...
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JOHNNY REB
...so you talked about it.

COLTRANE
Yeah.

JOHNNY REB
Alright then.

Another ball passes.

(beat)

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
Where you staying?

COLTRANE
Well, good sir, I’m not entirely 
sure yet.

Johnny Reb takes a swing right-handed. Connects.

JOHNNY REB
Ok you’re bunking with me and 
grandma.

COLTRANE
...now wait I di...

JOHNNY REB
It’s done. You’re with us. 

COLTRANE
Thank you for that.

Johnny Reb gives a slight nod. Returns to his stance. 

COLTRANE (CONT’D)
Why Johnny Reb. You’re going soft 
in your old age. Now that you’re a 
senior are you gonna elevate to 
sophomore game or stick with the 
newbies?

Johnny Reb connects again. 

JOHNNY REB
Love them freshmen. I get older, 
they stay the same age.

Johnny Reb dances to the left handed batters box. Swings. 
Connects. Strong contact once again.
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COLTRANE
Show off.

EXT. BATTING CAGES. DUSK. 

Johnny Reb offers Coltrane an open sleeve of THIN MINT GIRLS 
SCOUT COOKIES. Coltrane grabs a couple. Laughs.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane get into Johnny’s blue-gray ‘52 Ford 
Silvertone pickup truck. License plate. Georgia. Whitfield 
County. Unopened brown wholesale boxes of Girl Scout Cookies 
in the back.

INT. 1924 COTTONWOOD DR. LEXINGTON, KY. AFTER DARK.

The Cornish family (Craig, Aretha, Janie Mae, Katie Belle, 
dogs) sit around the dinner table. All hold hands.

CRAIG
Our Father who art in heaven. 
Hallowed be thy name.

Janie Mae opens her eyes to see Katie Belle glaring at her.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
Thy kingdom come thy will be done.

Aretha opens her eyes and shakes her head no to Katie Belle.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
On earth as it is in heaven.

Aretha turns to Janie Mae. Stern-ish look. WTF?

CRAIG (CONT’D)
Give us this day our daily bread 
and forgive us...

Janie Mae nods. I know. Looks at Katie Belle. Rolls her eyes.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
...our trespasses as WE FORGIVE 
THOSE WHO TRESPASS AGAINST US.

Everybody perks up and looks at Craig eyes open.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
Am I right?

Turns to Dude and Missy.
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CRAIG (CONT’D)
Am I right?

They whole family starts laughing.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
Let’s eat.

JANIE MAE
Amen.

KATIE BELLE
Mom will you pass the greens?

ARETHA
Yes baby. Here you go.

JANIE MAE
So. Dad. Are you ready for band 
camp? You guys are supposed to win 
state this year right?

CRAIG
We’ll be ready.

KATIE BELLE
Yeah Craig Janie said something 
about a bet with your brother?

JANIE MAE
Katie Belle. Shh! I can’t tell you 
anything.

CRAIG
Nevermind my brother. We don’t 
discuss family feuds at the dinner 
table. Now you all know this.

JANIE MAE
Yes sir.

CRAIG
Come on Janie Mae. Put a little 
contrition into it there girl.

JANIE MAE
Yes sir.

They all laugh.

CUT TO:
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INT. THE CORNISH RESIDENCE. BEDROOM. PRE-DAWN.

CRAIG CORNISH stares at the ceiling. Aretha rolls over.

ARETHA
Give ‘em hell baby.

CRAIG
Huhuh. I’d be happy just to GET 
them to state this year.

ARETHA
Just do what you always do. Break 
‘em down. Build ‘em back up again.

CRAIG
That what I did with you?

ARETHA
Darling the only one I remember 
breaking down was you.

They laugh.

INT. GRANDMA & JOHNNY “REB” TOWNES’ HOME. BASEMENT. PRE-DAWN.

Coltrane shadow boxes shirtless. Eye of the tiger. Mirror.

Johnny Reb, asleep on the couch, rouses.

EXT. KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS FIELDS. LEXINGTON. FIRST LIGHT.

White fences. Open landscape. Horses. Paul Laurence Dunbar 
High School. Sign. Empty parking lot. 

EXT. PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL. FIRST LIGHT.

Cornish pulls into an open space near the side door of the 
school. Dude in the passenger’s seat.

EXT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. DAWN.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane walk to Johnny’s Ford pickup, parked 
curbside. Coltrane signals to what’s in the truck bed.

COLTRANE
You’ll have to ditch those Georgia 
plates if you’re gonna sponsor the 
Girls Scouts of America back here.
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Johnny Reb shuts the door and starts the engine.

JOHNNY REB
Yeah, I’m getting to that.

The car pulls out and away from the residence.

EXT. MAN’ O WAR BLVD. LEXINGTON, KY. DAWN.

We cruise with the boys for several moments. Johnny Reb still 
shirtless. Coltrane in his trademark wife beater. Johnny’s 
hair flows in the wind. Brotherhood.

EXT. PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL. PARKING LOT. MORNING.

Cornish stands talking to a parent. The parent drives off.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane turn the corner into the main parking 
lot. Windows down.

Cornish flags the young men down. The red pickup pulls up 
beside Cornish.

CRAIG
See you made it back from 
governor’s school. 

COLTRANE
Yes sir.

CRAIG
I spoke to Julliard. It’s real. 
Could be your shot.

COLTRANE
We’ll see sir.

CRAIG
And if it isn’t John Townes. A 
little early for you to be out of 
bed now isn’t it son?

JOHNNY REB
Oh you know sir. It’s important to 
get out early for the fundamentals. 
Never too early to start work on 
the fundamentals sir.

CRAIG
Fundamentals huh. I know what 
you’re here to start work on boy. 
Just remember...
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JOHNNY REB
...as you sow so shall you reap. 
Yes sir I’m remember sir. You know 
I’m all talk now ya hear?

Johnny Reb offers a fist bump. Craig reciprocates.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. MORNING.

The color guard stretches. Short sport shorts. Tank tops. 
Bikini tops. 

The drumline. Johnny Reb straightens a base drummer’s rig.

Coltrane warms up quietly on the grass.

Midriffs. Tight bodies. Sun glistening on wet skin.

SOUNDTRACK: END “Universal Sound”.

CUT TO:

SOUNDTRACK: BEGIN “House of the Rising Sun” by Auburn 
University / Traditional.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. OPEN FIELD. SOCCER PRACTICE. MORNING.

Open grass. Mostly shirtless men in soccer shorts. The team 
runs. Suicides.

In the distance the marching band drops the beat.

The men perform their workout routines singing to the theme 
of the song. 

MEN’S SOCCER TEAM
Ba ba bum bum baaa ba baaa ba bum 
bum ba....

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. OPEN FIELD. FOOTBALL PRACTICE. MORNING.

The men. Shoulder pads and helmets. The new varsity players 
run the gauntlet, taking hard, padded blocks on all sides.

MEN”S FOOTBALL TEAM
Ba baaaa ba bah buh bum bum buhhhhh

Another newbie runs the gauntlet. Drilled. Yowza! Extended 
hand. Let me help you up.
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ASST. COACH CHAVEZ
Welcome to varsity Mr. Harmon. They 
hit harder than me am I right?

Andy takes the hand and rights himself. 

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. SOCCER PRACTICE. 

Knee kicks. Throw-in. Header. Bicycle kick.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. FOOTBALL PRACTICE. 

Offensive and defensive lines collide. Quarterback throws 
long. Receiver catchers. Drilled out of nowhere by 
cornerback. Down hard. Holds onto ball. Extended hand. The 
man rises. Teammate claps him on the helmet.

ASST. COACH CHAVEZ 
Now that gentlemen is called heart. 
Captain here brought his Rudy game 
today gentlemen that’s what I’m 
talking about.

Chavez gives the receiver a solid smack on the helmet.

EXT. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. LATE MORNING.

The drumline. Johnny Reb on snare. Coltrane and the trumpet 
line.

The music builds. Odessa Pickard, together with the color 
guard, jumps and moves.

Full band. Summer fitness attire. Company front. Rifles spin 
in the air. Color guard catches the quad.

INT. BASKETBALL GYM. LATE MORNING. 

Janie Mae, Katie Belle, and the cheerleaders rehearse. Hannah 
Cruz lands a full twist. Aretha Cornish gives approving nod.

EXT. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. LATE MORNING.

The bass drum line pounds out a beat up and down the line.

INT. BAND REHEARSAL ROOM. CORNISH’S OFFICE.

Cornish points out drill movements on a Windows PC. 
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Coltrane, concentrated, does a mock move to the left. 

Johnny Reb beats the drum practice pad with his sticks, 
nodding in agreement with Cornish. Engagement.

EXT. OPEN PRACTICE FIELDS. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. NOON.

Lunch break for marching band & the football team.

The gang sits having lunch. Mostly band members & color guard 
on left. Mostly football on right. 

Johnny Reb, backwards baseball cap, tosses the football with 
Andy Harmon.

ANDY HARMON
So when you gonna come over and uh 
join the football team JR?

Odessa Pickard hands Coltrane an open sleeve of THIN MINT 
GIRL SCOUT COOKIES.

JOHNNY REB
Man, band’s got girls.

ANDY HARMON
Yeah, but...

JOHNNY REB
...band’s got girls.

Chavez, still in his Asst. Coach whistle and ball cap, sits 
down beside the gang.

CHAVEZ
O.P.! Can I get a taste of them 
cookies?

ODESSA
Chavez. Eww. Aren’t you like 
faculty now?

JOHNNY REB
Until the school year officially 
starts he’s technically still a 
bum.

COLTRANE
Go easy on the brother. If Chavez 
wants some of Odessa’s sweet 
cookies I’m sure she’d be more than 
happy to oblige.
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JANIE MAE
Right Dessa?

ODESSA
Fine.

Odessa gets up, adjusts her bikini, and plops down in 
Chavez’s lap.

ODESSA (CONT’D)
There all better?

CHAVEZ
I just wanted some of those girl 
scout cookies.

Chavez points to the open sleeve of cookies next to Coltrane. 
Johnny Reb laughs. The gang busts up. Odessa got punked yet 
again by Johnny Reb and the crew. Aww :)

EXT. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. AFTERNOON.

The marching band arranged in long lines, box formation.

CORNISH
Dress right dress.

All heads pop right.

BAND
HIT!

CORNISH
Dress those lines. Move together as 
a unit. Become the formation and 
speak your truth through the music. 
Band ready font.

All heads pop forward.

BAND
HIT!

CORNISH
Good. Let the music move through 
you. Breath. And. Mark Time Hut.

All members raise their left back heel 1/4 inch with a sharp 
pop of the knee.

BAND
Pop!
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CORNISH
Good. Quarter inch off the ground. 
Good. And one e and uh two e and 
uh...

EXT. BRYAN STATION HIGH SCHOOL. FOOTBALL STADIUM. SEPTEMBER. 
FRIDAY NIGHT.

The football field. Bryan Station High School sign.

Dunbar receives the kickoff from Tates Creek High School.

The receiver, Andy Harmon, runs it back for a touchdown.

Cheerleaders go wild. Hannah Cruz backflips. Janie Mae and 
Katie Belle hug.

Chavez loses his shit. In a good way.

Scoreboard: Bryan Station 6. Visitor 0.

The band in the bleachers.

JOHNNY REB 
That’s real North Georgia ball 
right there. Respect. 

Janie Mae mouths “I love you” to Coltrane in the bleachers.

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
I love you too Coltrane. Oh, I 
looovee you.

COLTRANE
Knock it off flyboy.

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD. HALFTIME.

The marching band on field. Red and black shorts and T-
shirts. Sneakers. 

Trumpet line marching backwards. Color guard bent over 
backwards in movement. Drumline close-up. Johnny Reb. 
Coltrane. Odessa. The band close-up.

EXT. FOOTBALL STADIUM. UNDER THE BLEACHERS.

Johnny Reb and Odessa Pickard. Under the bleachers.

ODESSSA
What happened to you and Coleen?
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JOHNNY REB
Caught her two timing me.

ODESSSA
That hussy. You ok?

JOHNNY REB
Oh, me, yeah. Not like I was an 
angel either. 

ODESSA
If I didn’t despise you so much I 
might just fall in love with you.

Johnny laughs and puts his arm around her. Rubs his knuckles 
into the top of her head. Odessa squirms playfully and tries 
to escape. 

CUT TO:

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD. CLOSING SECONDS OF THE 4TH QUARTER.

The men on the field. Dirty. Tired. The huddle.

INT. FOOTBALL FIELD. PRESS BOX.

The announcer hi-lights the closing moments of the game.

ANNOUNCER
Fourth and long as the Bulldogs 
likely to go hail mary down 1 in 
the closing seconds of the fourth.

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD. END OF THE GAME. 

Scoreboard. Bryan Station 6. Visitor 7.

The PLD offense huddles on field.

QUARTERBACK
I right. 494 Z post on one. 

TEAM IN UNISON
Break.

Offensive line takes its position. Quarterback. Receiver.

QUARTERBACK
Hike!
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The lines collide. The receivers jet down the field. 
Quarterback slips and turns. Fullback delivers crushing 
block. Blind side holding strong. Cornerback sees what’s 
coming. Receiver downfield. 

Quarterback launches. Drilled hard towards the grass. 

Ball in flight. Receiver’s eyes. Arching. Extension. Fingers 
grab the ball. Tucked in. Collides with ground.

SOUNDTRACK: END “Jaguar Growling & Snarling”.

FADE TO BLACK.

SOUNDTRACK: BEGIN “Janie’s Got A Gun” by Aerosmith.

EXT. BURGERS & SHAKES. NEAR CORNER NEW CIRCLE & OLD PARIS RD. 
AFTER THE GAME.

Janie Mae in short black skirt, tank top, braless, black high 
heels. One foot in front of the other. Toned, sun-kissed 
legs.

We watch Janie Mae strut her stuff from behind for all to 
see. Mid-riff. Belly ring. Pink heart. 

She suckles a single serving yellow popsicle. Silver studded 
tongue ring. Fourth wall wink.

Strutting her stuff again. Walks up to Coltrane and Johnny 
Reb hanging outside the hamburger joint.

Janie tickles Johnny Reb. Jumps into Coltrane’s arms. 

JANIE MAE
Love me! Everybody love me!

COLTRANE
Let’s get you some food babydoll. 

JANIE MAE
Nonsense young man. (to Johnny Reb) 
Are you threatening me?

Janie Mae puts her fists up playfully. They enter the 
hamburger joint.

INT. BURGERS & SHAKES HAMBURGER JOINT.

Coltrane and Janie Mae seated beside one another. Johnny Reb 
across the table. The lovers are in a heated discussion.
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COLTRANE
It’s still just an idea. I don’t 
know if I’m going. 

JANIE MAE
(half playfully) But what’s going 
to happen to me?

COLTRANE
We’ll still...

Johnny Reb eyes an unrestored black ‘68 Dodge Challenger pull 
out of the parking lot. The car eases across the street and 
turns into an old-school drive-in joint.

JANIE MAE
...no you’re right...NY arts 
scholarship...senior year in 
private school...you’ll only get 
one shot at Julliard...I’ve heard 
the story...heard they’ve got cute 
ballerinas there...trade-up for a 
better model...that’s smart 
thinking Coltrane.

Johnny Reb crumples his hamburger wrapper.

COLTRANE
Janie Mae...

JANIE MAE
...don’t Janie Mae me...

JOHNNY REB
You guys done? Let’s go we’ve got 
some trading to do.

COLTRANE
Trading?

JANIE MAE
Let’s go.

EXT. DRIVE-IN JOINT ACROSS THE STREET. MINUTES LATER.

Johnny Reb & Co. turn into the drive-in across the street. 
Johnny’s blue-grey ‘52 Ford F1 Silvertone Pickup. The truck 
pulls into a spot beside the black ‘68 Dodge Challenger.

JANIE MAE
It’s cool Coltrane. We’ll just kick 
it as friends until you decide what 
to do with your life.
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COLTRANE
Now Janie baby you’ve got to ease 
up. I need time to think. You’ve 
got to give me some time to think.

Johnny Reb leans out the driver’s window of his truck and 
signals the Challenger to roll down the passenger window.

The driver, Mr. Challenger, 21, male, African-American 
obliges.

MR. CHALLENGER
What’s up man.

JOHNNY REB
Hey you want to trade cards?

MR. CHALLENGER
Trade cards? 

JANIE MAE
You weren’t wanting to take time at 
that block party the other night 
were you?

JOHNNY REB
Yeah man. Trade cars.

COLTRANE
We’re just going round and round in 
circles can’t we...

MR. CHALLENGER
Man I ain’t got no business card. 
I’m in construction.

JANIE MAE
...let’s just go back to Johnny’s 
place and cool out a bit together. 
We’ll listen to your jazz...

Johnny Reb holds up his car keys and shakes them.

JOHNNY REB
Yeah man, you know, trade cars?

MR. CHALLENGER 
Trade CARS. Oh shit man. Wait, 
you’re serious. What are you 
runnin’?

JOHNNY REB
Engine’s good. I’ll throw in what’s 
in the trunk too.
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Mr. Challenger looks back to see a couple of crates of girl 
scout cookies.

MR. CHALLENGER
Respect. I’m in.

Janie Mae pouts.

JANIE MAE
Let’s go home Johnny Reb I miss 
your grandma.

INT. THE CORNISH RESIDENCE. GARAGE. EVENING.

The open garage. Cornish cleans his mid-80’s Bayliner boat.

Cornish looks up towards the moon. Speaking upwards towards 
the sky whilst switching focus between cleaning & praying:

CORNISH
This has to work. You understand? 
This treatment has to work. She 
survived her mother she can survive 
this. 

Cornish dips the sponge in the bucket of soapy water.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Come on man. Now do your part. This 
has to work. Understand?

Cornish looks upwards again. Nods his head in understanding.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. KITCHEN. MORNING. 

Cornish makes coffee. Janie Mae walks in wearing her long 
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE bathrobe. Kisses dad on the cheek. 
Steals a piece of toast from her stepmom’s plate. Aretha 
smiles. Janie backtracks and gives Aretha a hug. Janie 
leaves. Aretha & Craig’s eyes meet. A smile.

INT. RECOVERY TREATMENT CENTER. GROUP THERAPY.

Janie Mae seated in a circle of other patients. Young men and 
women. The therapist, 42, female, Indian ancestry, listens.

JANIE MAE
I guess I’m just feeling kind of 
lost...and I guess a bit lethargic 
this morning. 

(MORE)
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But it’s getting better. I don’t 
feel so wretched when I wake up 
anymore.

THERAPIST
Good you’re exploring your feelings 
and owning them. That’s what DBT is 
all about. 

PATIENT
Here’s to wretched-free mornings!

The group laughs. Janie Mae with a twinkle in her eye.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. BATHROOM. EVENING.

Craig brushes his teeth in boxers and a white t-shirt. Aretha 
in sexy panties and a cute Care Bears (Lucky Bear) top 
listens seated on the edge of the bathtub.

CRAIG
This was never about you. You know 
that right?

Aretha mimics Craig’s mouth full of toothpaste.

ARETHA
Roo knowww thaaa wwiiight?

Craig laughs and spits.

CRAIG
I’m serious. You’ve been an angel 
to Janie Mae but nothing can 
replace...

ARETHA
...I know. I love you so much when 
you get all intent and magnanimous. 

Husband and wife kiss.

CRAIG
Magnanimous? You must have learned 
that one from your Ivy League 
friends?

ARETHA
Huh uuhhh. All Country for me baby. 
All the country I need right here.

Craigs laughs bashfully.

JANIE MAE (CONT'D)
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INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. JANIE MAE’S ROOM.

Janie Mae writes in her journal. Paints a canvas. Bright 
colors. Abstract. Flowing.

Janie dances to the music. Happy & wild. 

INT. GYMNASTICS COMPETITION. VAULT.

Janie Mae tunnels down the mat. Round off onto vault. Full 
twist. Nails the landing. Smiles. Turns to judges. Smiles.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. BATHROOM. EVENING.

Janie Mae. Bottle of brown hair dye. Janie Mae rinses the 
brown dye from her hair in the bathroom sink.

Blows her hair dry. Straight brown beauty. Pouty look.

Left hand in a pointed gun towards the mirror. Pulls the 
trigger with her thumb. Pow! Wink and a smile.

FADE TO BLACK:

EXT. PLD PRACTICE LOT. AFTER SCHOOL.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane sit on a small grassy hill. 

Janie Mae approaches in her cheerleader competition uniform.

JANIE MAE
Johnny Reb.

JOHNNY REB
Janie Mae.

JANIE MAE
(to Coltrane) baby can we talk?

COLTRANE
(to Johnny) Give us a minute.

JOHNNY REB
No. No. Duty calls. I’m off.

Johnny Reb walks away. Janie Mae snuggles up to Coltrane.

JANIE MAE
Baby. Here. Just read this.
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Puts a letter with a red heart sticker seal into Coltrane’s 
hand.

JANIE MAE (CONT’D)
Here. For your eyes only.

Janie Mae walks away. Pauses. Returns. She gives Coltrane a 
kiss he will never forget. Mmm. Pulls back. 

JANIE MAE (CONT’D)
Take care of yourself Coltrane.

She gives a forced smile and hurries away.

EXT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. BACK YARD. EVENING.

Back yard. Stars. Trampoline. Johnny Reb and Coltrane seated. 

Johnny stargazes as Coltrane reads aloud Janie’s letter:

My dearest Coltrane,

Thank you for coming into my life. I didn’t know happiness 
until we met. But I’m still. I’m still me...

JOHNNY REB
Shew. Man that’s heavy. I’m sorry 
brother.

...I will always love you. That’s all I know. It’s me. I need 
to break-up, for now at least...

COLTRANE
...man is it becaus...it’s not 
‘cause I’m a brother is it?

JOHNNY REB
...n, wha, No. No. It’s because its 
Janie Mae. And that’s it.

COLTRANE
Hmm.

Johnny Reb takes the letter from Coltrane.

JOHNNY REB
Oh look she still signed her name 
with the heart over the “i” that’s 
a good thing right?
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COLTRANE
Hmmm.

The men sit stargazing.

COLTRANE (CONT’D)
All right then.

JOHNNY REB
All right then.

CUT TO:

The stars. The trampoline. 

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
What do you say there Coltrane?

(beat)

COLTRANE
Love God.

JOHNNY REB
Love People.

IN UNISON
Nothing else matters.

Johnny Reb offers a fist bump.

JOHNNY REB
Respect.

COLTRANE
That’s right.

(beat)

The night sky. The trampoline. Johnny Reb bounces loudly 
while Coltrane, still seated, bouncing up and down, signals.

COLTRANE (CONT’D)
Shh. Shh.

Lights turn on upstairs at the house next door.

FADE TO BLACK:

***************************

   Three Weeks to State.

***************************
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EXT. BAND PRACTICE LOT. EARLY AUTUMN. AFTERNOON.

The band. The practice field. A line of trombone players 
advances. Player on the far left slips. 

Color guard rifle dropped. Majorette twirls perfectly.

Line of trumpets marching forward turns right. One player 
continues marching straight, in error.

Cornish rattles his clipboard from the observation tower at 
the edge of the parking lot.

CORNISH
No. Coltrane keep those lines 
dressed.

Coltrane flashes a quick discontented stare upwards.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Ladies and gentlemen we’ve got 
state in less than twenty days.

The color guard ladies gossip.

ODESSA
Reckon he’ll chill out at all 
before state?

COLOR GUARD 1
Reckon he needs to get laid.

The drumline runs through exercises. Johnny Reb adjusts 
various positions as he gives Odessa Pickard a quick wink. 
Odessa shrivels her nose.

CORNISH
Mr. Coltrane. Can you hold position 
before the solo please?

Cornish calls out Coltrane from above.

COLTRANE
I gotta wipe the mouthpiece dry 
first to get the highs.

CORNISH
What you gotta get is your 
priorities straight son. If you 
can’t do it the way we do it then 
I’ll find someone who can.

Coltrane pulls his trumpet down and falls out of attention.
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COLTRANE
Oh. So that’s what’s up. Okay.

Coltrane gets back into the attention position. Ice cold.

Cornish stares with his aviators. Cocks his head to the side, 
disappointed in himself. A silent “shit”.

CUT TO:

INT. PIGGLY WIGGLY GROCERY STORE. EVENING.

Johnny Reb clocks out. Takes off his apron. Takes off his tie 
and untucks his shirt.

Grabs a bagel. Hand through his hair. Out the door.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. DINNER TABLE. EVENING.

Craig, Aretha, Janie Mae, Katie Belle seated at the dinner 
table.

KATIE BELLE
So how is marching band judged 
anyway?

Craig explains as the family passes dishes of food right to 
left. 

CRAIG
Well there’s difficulty. Style. 
Musial performance. Overall effect. 
Spiritual connectedness. Gymnastics 
technicals.

KATIE BELLE
Funny Craig.

JANIE MAE
(playfully copies Katie Belle) 
Funny Craig.

The door bell rings. Craig and Aretha look at each other. 
Craig shrugs his shoulders.

Craig leaves the dinner table and walks to open the door.

EXT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. FRONT PORCH. EVENING.

Coltrane stands on the sidewalk several steps down from the 
front porch.
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CRAIG
Coltrane. You here for Janie?

COLTRANE.
No sir. I have a grievance.

CRAIG
Well ok then speak your peace.

COLTRANE.
Think I’ve had just about enough of 
people telling me what my 
priorities should be.

CRAIG
I did want to...

COLTRANE.
...let me finish. I would have 
walked out today if it weren’t for 
my friends.

CRAIG
I know.

(beat)

COLTRANE
You know Janie and I broke up.

CRAIG
Yeah. I know.

(beat)

COLTRANE
So we’re straight you and me?

CRAIG
Yup. We’re straight. You want to 
come in for some supper?

COLTRANE
No. I reckon your family has some 
things to talk through.

CRAIG
Reckon we do.

COLTRANE
All right then.

CRAIG
All right then.
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The men shake hands and part ways.

EXT. MAN O’ WAR BLVD. EVENING.

Johnny Reb cruise in his ‘68 black Dodge Challenger. Windows 
down. Look of contentment.

INT. BASKETBALL GYM. HOMECOMING DANCE. EVENING.

Aretha and Craig slow dance.

ARETHA
What was Coltrane doing there last 
night anyway you never did say.

CRAIG
Baby I don’t think I’ve ever been 
as proud of a student as I was of 
Coltrane last night.

ARETHA
See you’re making a difference.

CRAIG
Two steps forward one step back.

Craig dips Aretha.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
How are the girls holding up?

ARETHA
They’ll be ready for nationals.

CRAIG
Janie?

ARETHA
Better baby. Actually, yeah. Quite 
a bit better.

Craig smiles with a twinkle in his eye.

Andy Harmon and Hannah Cruz slow dance.

A boy asks Katie Belle to dance.
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INT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. CONCERT HALL.

Johnny Reb enters through the back door. Black leather 
jacket. Baseball hat. Johnny sits in the shadows, each arm 
across the seat beside him.

Odessa Pickard playing piano on stage. Dimly lit. Red lights.

INT. BASKETBALL GYM. HOMECOMING DANCE.

Dr. Jon Akers and Chavez talk by the refreshments. Jon speaks 
in an animated fashion. Chavez has no idea what he is talking 
about.

Other couples on the dance floor. Aretha pulls Craig close.

CUT TO:

INT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. CONCERT HALL.

Johnny Reb walks down the center aisle of the concert hall. 
Red carpet. Big smile.

Odessa stands and walks to the edge of the stage. 

JOHNNY REB
No wait.

Johnny Reb rushes up to the edge of the stage.

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
Here kneel and then jump forward 
and I’ve got you.

Odessa steadies herself as Johnny puts his hands on her 
waist. She jumps forward.

Johnny and Odessa share a classic “Dirty Dancing” moment.

Johnny gently lowers Odessa as she falls closely into his 
body.

ODESSA
So no homecoming for you either?

JOHNNY REB
Ah, but the night is young.

ODESSA
Now why is it that you never asked 
me to any of these dances Johnny 
Reb?
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JOHNNY REB
Oh I don’t know. Suppose I thought 
you’d probably. Well you probably 
wouldn’t have taken me seriously.

ODESSA
Probably right.

JOHNNY REB
Want to go to this dance with me?

ODESSA
Psshhh. Yeah. Nice try.

Johnny reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out a 
beautiful red corsage. 

JOHNNY REB
No. Would you like to go to this 
dance with me?

Odessa is caught off guard.

ODESSA
Johnny. Why. Why I’m speechless.

Johnny Reb brushes back her hair from her face. 

Places a lock of her hair behind her ear. Their first kiss...

EXT. PLD PARKING LOT. EVENING.

Dude asleep in the passenger seat of Johnny Reb’s ‘68 
Challenger. Windows down. Cool night. Moonlight.

CUT TO:

INT. ODESSA PICKARD’S BEDROOM. MORNING. AUTUMN.

Bedside table. Framed picture of Johnny Reb in a baseball 
uniform. 

Odessa looks into her bathroom mirror. Playful frown face. 
Big grin. Giddy. White logo decal on upper right hand corner 
of bathroom mirror. Optimism(TM).

INT. PLD BAND ROOM. NEAR CRAIG’S OFFICE.

Craig Cornish addresses the seniors. Odessa and Johnny Reb 
stand on opposite sides of the room. All business.
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CORNISH
For you seniors I want you to 
remember that in life there are 
three types of people. People that 
will help you reach your dreams, 
people that won’t help you reach 
you reach your dreams, and people 
that will actively fight against 
your dreams becoming reality. 

Some heads nod in agreement. 

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Pay it forward ladies and 
gentlemen. Pay it forward.

Listening. Respect.

INT. FAYETTE MALL. LEXINGTON, KY. AUTUMN. EVENING.

Odessa jumps on Johnny’s back. He carries her down the main 
mall thoroughfare. 

INT. FAYETTE MALL. EVENING.

The couple eats pizza while Odessa, looking giddy, talks 
through her day. Johnny Reb listens.

INT. COSTUME SHOP. AFTERNOON. HALLOWEEN.

Autumn leaves. A pumpkin. Customers in scarves.

Odessa walks out of the dressing room wearing a Little Red 
Riding Hood Cape, black tights, and a Pink Floyd t-shirt.

Johnny Reb wearing a fireman’s outfit. Shirtless. Laughs. 
Moves his hand side to side to rate Odessa’s costume. So-so.

Odessa dramatically walks out of the dressing room a 2nd 
time. Pocahontas outfit.

Johhny Reb. Big smile. Nods head. John Smith outfit. Kneels 
with sword to playfully confess his love.

INT. BAND ROOM. AFTER SCHOOL. AUTUMN.

Johnny Reb helps Odessa with her math homework. Geometry. 
Girl Scout Cookies.
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INT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. THEATRE. EVENING.

Johnny Reb and Odessa sit watching a performance on stage of 
the play “It’s a Wonderful Life”. 

On stage George Bailey speaks to Mr. Potter in the office of 
his father’s building & loan company. 

GEORGE BAILEY
Do you know how long it takes a 
working man to save $5,000? Just 
remember this, Mr. Potter, this 
rabble that you’re talking about...

Odessa squeezes Johnny’s head. Puts her head on his shoulder.

GEORGE BAILEY (CONT’D)
...they do most of the working and 
paying and living and dying in this 
community. Well, is it too much to 
have them work and pay and live and 
die in a couple of decent rooms and 
a bath?

The audience. Aretha Cornish nods her heat. Seated beside her 
husband Craig.

GEORGE BAILEY (CONT’D)
Anyway, my father didn’t think so. 
People were human beings to him. 
But to you, a warped, frustrated 
old man, they’re cattle.

Johnny Reb’s eyes start to tear up.

GEORGE BAILEY (CONT’D)
Well in my book, my father died a 
much richer man than you’ll ever 
be!

Johnny nods his head in affirmation. Odessa seated right. 
Johnny places his left arm across his body on top of Odessa’s 
arm. She looks up. They’re eyes meet smiling. A moment. 

INT. JOHNNY REB’S CHALLENGER. EVENING. SLIGHT RAIN.

The pavement ahead. Dark street. Headlights. Johnny Reb 
steers with his left hand. Odessa seated right. His right 
hand moves from the gear shifter to Odessa’s left upper 
thigh. She gives a quick glance and a quick smile.
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EXT. ODESSA’S FRONT PORCH. EVENING. SLIGHT RAIN.

Odessa gives Johnny a good night kiss and closes the door. He 
runs from the porch in the rain to his car, parked curbside. 
Headlights still on. Windows slightly steamy. Footprint on 
the passenger side inside front windshield.

FADE TO BLACK:

EXT. ABANDONED STRIP MINE. OUTSIDE PAINTSVILLE, KENTUCKY. 
LATE AFTERNOON. LATE AUTUMN.

Coltrane chops wood. Workman’s jacket. Boots. The trees. The 
ridge line. A fog in the mountains.

INT. MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING FACILITY. AFTERNOON.

Andy Harmon and Chavez suited up in full aikido gear. 
Movement and deflections to the music. 

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. KITCHEN. AFTERNOON.

The phone rings. Aretha walks in from the living room. 
Afternoon sports wear. Picks up the phone.

ARETHA
Hello?

She listens to the caller.

ARETHA (CONT’D)
Ok. Just a moment. You too.

Puts the phone receiver to her chest and looks at Craig 
seated at the kitchen table. Holding framed picture in one 
hand. “Kentucky 1990 Class AAAA State Champions - North 
Hardin High School, Radcliff, Kentucky”.

Aretha mouths “It’s your brother.” Craig’s look says 
“Really?”. Hands the receiver to Craig.

CRAIG
Steves, what’s uh what’s going on 
man?

STEVES CORNISH (V.O.)
Good. Good brother. Congratulations 
your first year at the new fancy 
school and you qualified for state. 
You should be proud of yourself. I 
know dad would be.
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CRAIG
Ah well. I do appreciate you saying 
that Steves. It’s good to hear from 
you...was there something...

INT. MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING FACILITY.

The men spar as each deflects the energy from the other. 

STEVES (V.O.)
...no no no...just wanted to call 
my baby brother. 

CRAIG (V.O.)
Lafayette gonna take Contest of 
Champions this year again?

STEVES (V.O.)
Of course I can’t say that. We’re 
gonna try our hardest and I’ll be 
proud of ‘em no matter what. That’s 
what we were taught right?

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. KITCHEN.

CRAIG
Right.

STEVES (V.O.)
Here’s the truth, Craig. The truth 
is that you did good at North 
Hardin. But that was the minors. 
Your in the majors now, sort of, 
but Lafayette, my legacy, we’re All-
Star and that’s all there is to it. 
You may give state a run but no 
one, and I mean no one wins Contest 
of Champions but us.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. PARKING LOT. COLD AUTUMN AFTERNOON.

Andy Harmon, leaned up against the bumper of his worn ‘87 red 
Chevrolet Caprice Classic. Hannah drops some news.

HANNAH CRUZ
So. There it is. I told you.

ANDY HARMON
A week late? What are we going to 
do?
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HANNAH CRUZ
Well, first I wanted to tell you. 
We’ll see if its real and then I 
guess, take it as it comes.

INT. LAFAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL BAND OFFICE. LAFAYETTE, IN. 

STEVES CORNISH sits behind his large antique mahogany desk. 
Feet on the desk. Cigar in his right hand. Left hand 
extended.

DRUM MAJOR, 18, female, European ancestry, kneels beside the 
desk chair. She files the fingernails of Steves’ left hand.

Steves speaks to Craig through the phone receiver.

STEVES
Oh I heard you’re losing your best 
boy next year. Doing his senior 
year up North at that Julliard 
feeder school. Never liked them 
Yankees all that much. 

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. KITCHEN. 

Craig, getting visibly frustrated starts to pull and stretch 
the phone cord. This is not lost on Aretha.

CRAIG
Uh ok well I suppose they’re just 
not Southern.

INT. MARTIAL ARTS PRACTICE FACILITY. EVENING.

Chavez & Andy. Shirtless. Aikido pants. Sweaty. Andy Harmon, 
in boxing gloves and headgear, responds to Chavez’s thrusts 
and deflections with blocking pads. Left, right, left, right. 
Faster. Faster.

STEVES (V.O.)
Just not Southern. I like that! 
Look Craig. I do hope you will 
consider the offer I made you. You 
come here and work for me starting 
next semester and when...
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INT. LAFAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL BAND OFFICE.

Steves swivels his chair. He faces a mirror on the wall of 
his office. He removes a large contact lens from his right 
eye to reveal a yellow, reptilian eye beneath.

STEVES (CONT'D)
...I graduate to teaching at the 
University of Tennessee in a year 
or two, you, my dear brother, will 
get to take over the finest high 
school band program the South has 
ever seen.

Steves looks at his Drum Major. Slight reptilian smile.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. KITCHEN.

Craig slowly hangs up the phone. Turns to look at Aretha. 
Long exhale. Slightly cocks his head.

CRAIG
Love god love people huh? 

INT. MARTIAL ARTS PRACTICE FACILITY. EVENING....

Chavez and Andy Harmon seated. Removing gloves and shoes. 

CHAVEZ
All right then.

Andy tosses his gear into a duffle bag. Fist bump.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. KITCHEN...

CRAIG
All right then. 

ARETHA
All right then.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. PARKING LOT...

Andy nods. Gives Hannah a big hug.

ANDY HARMON
All right then.
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EXT. PAINTSVILLE, KENTUCKY. THE RIVER LANDING. SUNSET.

Coltrane, up against the railing, finishes playing a tune on 
his old beat-up Yamaha trumpet. The song ends. The sun goes 
down.

COLTRANE
All right then.

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. MAIN PARKING LOT. AUTUMN AFTERNOON.

Johnny Reb and Odessa head out of the main parking lot in 
Johnny’s black Challenger. Janie Mae, cheerleading bag in 
tow, walks up. Johnny slows the car. Driver’s window down.

JOHNNY REB
Hey, we’re going humping. 

Odessa leans towards Johnny from the passenger’s seat? Gives 
a wave to Janie Mae.

ODESSA
Hiyee...wanna come?

Janie Mae hesitates. 

JANIE MAE
No, you guys go on. Have fun. We’ve 
got cheer nationals coming up, so, 
you know, rest, etc.

Johnny Reb offers his left fist for a bump.

JOHNNY REB
(to Janie Mae) 
Give ‘em hell sparky.

Odessa grins.

EXT. PAST THE FAYETTE COUNTY LINE. MINUTES LATER.

Street sign. Jessamine County Line. Johnny Reb’s black 
Challenger kicks up dust down a winding dirt road.

INT. JOHNNY REB’S CHALLENGER. 

Johnny Reb gives Odessa’s right thigh a tight squeeze. 
Removes his hand and places it, together with his left, in 
the 2 & 10 position on the steering wheel.
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JOHNNY REB
You ready baby?

ODESSA
Ready as I’ll ever be. 

Johnny Reb turns hard right onto Brannon Rd. / 1980.

EXT. BRANNON RD. JESSAMINE COUNTRY.

The black challenger tunnels down the narrow two lane 
pavement road. Around a corner. 

INT. JOHNNY REB’S CHALLENGER. 

Odessa gasps. The car swerves near an oak tree at the edge of 
the road.

ODESSA
Careful.

JOHNNY REB
There’s the hump.

A railroad crossing rapidly approaches through the windshield 
in the car’s front field of vision.

EXT. BRANNON RD. RAILROAD CROSSING.

The Challenger cruises over the ramped & elevated railroad 
crossing. The car launches a couple of feet into the air. 
Clean landing on the other side of the tracks.

INT. JOHNNY REB’S CHALLENGER. 

The car slows to a stop. Johnny Reb and Odessa react.

ODESSA
Ooooooooooohhhhh.

(beat)

JOHNNY REB
You want on top?

Odessa responds emphatically.

ODESSA
You know this.
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EXT. BRANNON RD. JESSAMINE COUNTRY.

The Challenger tunnels ahead once ahead towards the railroad 
tracks in the far distance.

INT. JOHNNY REB'S CHALLENGER.

Odessa in the driver’s seat. Tunnel vision. Full speed ahead.

Guns the RPMs. Approaching train tracks in car’s front field 
of vision. Johnny Reb. Mild consternation. 

Odessa’s eyes. Licks her lips. Downshifts. Momentum kicks.

EXT. BRANNON RD. RAILROAD CROSSING.

The Challenger cruises hard over the same ramped & elevated 
railroad crossing. The car launches much higher and farther  
on this second, faster attempt. Rough landing.

INT. JOHNNY REB'S CHALLENGER.

Johnny Reb exhales.

ODESSA
Again?

JOHNNY REB
Aahhh, no I believe we’re done 
humpin’ for the day.

ODESSA
Why Johnny Reb. I never figured you 
for a two pump chump.

Odessa tickles and teases Johnny.

EXT. BRANNON RD. JESSAMINE COUNTRY.

The black Challenger heads back towards the Fayette County 
Line. Sunset over the fields.

FADE TO BLACK:
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INT. RUPP ARENA. MONSTER TRUCK SHOW.

The crowd arrives. Katie Belle, Hannah Cruz, Andy Harmon, 
Chavez seated four across. Janie Mae seated directly behind 
Katie Belle. Three empty seats to Janie Mae’s right.

The trucks. Bigfoot. Male driver. Grave Digger. Female 
driver. The obstacles & ramps.

Two 4-wheelers race around a dirt obstacle course.

INT. RUPP ARENA. MAIN HALLWAY.

Johnny Reb, Odessa Pickard, Coltrane walk down the hallway. 
Turn the corner into the aisles. Coltrane leads. 

INT. RUPP ARENA. MONSTER TRUCK SHOW. IN THE STANDS.

Coltrane, Odessa, Johnny Reb arrive to find Janie Mae & crew 
seated. Coltrane leads, taking the seat next to Janie Mae, 
Johnny Reb and Odessa to his right.

JANIE MAE
Oh...I didn’t...I guess I 
assumed...we already had the 
tickets.

COLTRANE
Hi Janie Mae. It’s good to see you. 

JANIE MAE
Yeah.

Johnny Reb taps Chavez on the head.

JOHNNY REB
Hey hey what do you say there 
Chavez?

CHAVEZ
Johnny.

Fist bump.

ANDY HARMON
Odessa Pickard. This boy treating 
you ok?

Andy Harmon gives a quick nod to Johnny Reb.
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ODESSA
Oh yes. Why thank you sir. Your 
concern for my general well-being 
is at once both inspiring and I 
might add just a tad frightening as 
well.

COLTRANE
Indeed.

INT. ARENA FLOOR. TRUCK SHOW.

Bigfoot does a series of tight donuts at increasing speed.

INT. RUPP ARENA. IN THE STANDS.

Andy Harmon yells at the donut performance on the floor. 
Pumps his fist.

ANDY HARMON
Yeah!

Hannah Cruz approaches him from behind. Slips a folded note 
gently into Andy’s hand as she passes.

Andy opens and unfolds the note. 

“The floodgates are open :) nothing to worry about babe!”. 

Andy turns back to look at Hannah. He smiles. She gives a 
thumbs up. 

INT. ARENA FLOOR TRUCK SHOW.

Grave Digger accelerates towards the ramps and launches into 
the air at a slight angle. Lands hard on rear as lower axle 
torques abnormally. 

INT. RUPP ARENA. IN THE STANDS.

Andy Harmon blows of steam. Fist pumping. Climbs up on 
railing.

ANDY HARMON 
Yeah! Yeah!

The ladies dance to the music. Their image is shown on the 
big screen at the center of the arena. Hannah and Katie Belle 
wave and pose. 
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The image on the big screen cuts to a shot of a child dancing 
with a funny face.

INT. RUPP ARENA. BIG SCREEN.

Close-up of middle-aged, caucasian, husband and wife. Red 
border with heart opening. The couple notices themselves on 
screen. A laugh. Wife signals. Come here. They kiss. 

INT. RUPP ARENA. IN THE STANDS.

Odessa, laughing, points to the image on screen. 

The image on the big screen cuts to a close-up of Janie Mae 
and Coltrane. Same red border with heart opening.

Odessa gasps. 

INT. RUPP ARENA. BIG SCREEN.

Coltrane and Janie may realize their predicament. Their eyes 
meet. Janie Mae shrugs her shoulders playfully. Coltrane 
laughs. They both lean forward. Their lips meet. Janie Mae 
pulls herself close into Coltrane’s arms. 

A pause. Janie Mae pulls back slightly. Their eyes meet. 
Janie Mae quickly moves in again. Open mouth kissing. 
Coltrane cradles Janie Mae’s head in his palm.

The big screen image cuts to an interview clip with the 
FEMALE DRIVER, early 30’s, European ancestry,  of Grave 
Digger. INTERVIEWER, female, mid-20’s, biracial, queries:

INTERVIEWER
What’s your secret?

FEMALE DRIVER
My mom always to told me if it’s 
worth doin it’s worth doin it 
right. I’ve always made sure to 
give that extra ten percent to do 
it right.

Female Driver waves from the driver’s seat of Grave Digger.

INT. RUPP ARENA. IN THE STANDS.

Janie Mae and Coltrane still kissing. Coltrane finally slowly 
pulls back and places his forehead on Janie Mae’s forehead.
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COLTRANE
This isn’t a good idea.

JANIE MAE
I know. But I miss my best friend.

COLTRANE
I know. Me too.

JANIE MAE
So let’s leave it at that.

COLTRANE
Yeah. I think. I think. I 
think...ah, I think we can manage 
that.

Janie Mae’s eyes well in gratitude.

JANIE MAE
Thank you.

Coltrane gives Janie Mae a friendly nudge on the shoulder.

COLTRANE
Aww. Come on.

The gang laughs. Hannah gives Janie Mae a high five. 

CUT TO:

EXT. GROCERY STORE. GIRL SCOUT COOKIE STAND.

Tables. Girls Scouts. Scoutmaster. Thanksgiving decorations.

INT. GRANDMA & JOHNNY “REB” TOWNES’ HOME. BASEMENT. PRE-DAWN.

Johnny Reb and Odessa lay snuggled up together on the couch 
watching television. 

On television we see the 1991 Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. 
Announcers. Snoopy Float. 

Lafayatte High School Marching Band from Lafayatte, Tennessee 
performs on television.

ODESSA
Hey look it’s Lafayette on TV.

JOHNNY REB
Cornish’s brother in Tennessee. 
Yeah. Probably best in the nation.
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On television, the Lafayette band stops and marks time in 
place. Trumpet duo. Color guard.

ODESSA
Think we could ever take them on?

JOHNNY REB
At the Contest of Champions? Gotta 
get invited first. That’s no joke.

EXT. CHEERLEADING NATIONALS COMPETITION. WARM-UP AREA.

The girls huddled up. Coach Cornish puts it on the line for 
her girls.

ARETHA
Never ask for an invitation to 
dream big ladies. You’ve done the 
work. You’ve done it right and 
you’ve done it with honor. 

Several cheerleaders get pumped. Nodding.

HANNAH CRUZ
That’s right.

Katie Belle gives Hannah a first bump. Janie Mae focused.

ARETHA
So you go out there and dream big 
now. Am I right?

The cheerleaders applaud and agree.

ARETHA (CONT’D)
I want you to know that I love each 
and every one of you. 

A couple of cheerleaders playfully tease Aretha. Aww.

ARETHA (CONT’D)
Now get out there and have some 
fun. 

The girls rally and head towards the main stage.

CUT TO:

INT. BAND ROOM. AFTER PRACTICE. EARLY EVENING.

The Band surrounds Cornish. He closes practice.
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CORNISH
Anybody know what this is? 

Cornish holds up a piece of rubble. Red paint on one edge.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
It’s a piece of the Berlin Wall. 
The one that fell two years ago in 
Germany. See I grew up with the 
Cuban missile crisis, the Cold War, 
the omnipresent threat of Red Dawn 
in the night.

Cornish turns on the television and presses play on a VCR 
(Video Cassette Recorder).

CONRISH
This is a videotape of last night’s 
news.

EXT. RED SQUARE, MOSCOW, C.C.C.P. EARLY WINTER. 1991.

Map of the Soviet Union showing multiple fractures. The 
Kremlin. Red Square. 

An American REPORTER, male, 40’s, European ancestry, Standard 
American English accent, stands outside the Kremlin.

REPORTER
In a dramatic turn of events in 
these past few months the Ukraine 
has declared independence from the 
Soviet Union, a backfired hardline 
attempted coup has weakened 
Gorbachov, and now it seems as 
though the Soviet hammer and sickle 
will lower for the last time over 
the Kremlin by Christmas-time.

INT. BAND ROOM. AFTER PRACTICE. EARLY EVENING.

Cornish turns off the VCR & TV. Addresses the band.

CORNISH
Fortunes can changes in a moment 
ladies and gentlemen. Dynasties 
fall, new Goliath’s are born. It 
can happen like that.

Cornish snaps his fingers.
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CORNISH (CONT’D)
In a moment. We work in moments 
here don’t we ladies and gentlemen.

Several band members nod in agreement.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
When your moment comes will you 
take that leap, give that extra 
10%, do it right? Even if it’s 
hard? Even if it hurts?

Cornish pauses.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Because he will. And she will. 
Those people sitting around and 
beside you. Your brothers and 
sisters. Your friends. Family. You 
give that extra 10% for them, and 
they will do likewise.

Cornish smiles.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
You do that ladies and gentlemen. 
And let me tell you something 
you’re gonna shine. Ok.

EXT. CHEERLEADING NATIONALS COMPETITION. MAIN STAGE.

The girls chant. Three girls launch into the air. Pike. Tuck. 

INT. BALLET THEATRE. DIMLY LIT.

Janie Mae performs ballet movements in dark attire.

EXT. CHEERLEADING COMPETITION. MAIN STAGE.

The whole squad. Standing back tuck. Hannah Cruz shouts.

INT. BALLET THEATRE. DIMLY LIT.

Janie Mae continues to perform ballet movements in dark 
attire.
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EXT. CHEERLEADING NATIONALS COMPETITION. MAIN STAGE.

The finalists all stand in tight groups on the main stages. 
The announcer reveals the results.

ANNOUNCER
In third place. Kamiak High School 
from Mukilteo, WA.

The Kamiak squad cheers.

Janie Mae and Katie Belle huddled close.

JANIE MAE
That means it’s us or Culver-Palms 
High right?

Katie Belle grips Janie’s hand tighter and squeals.

ANNOUNCER
And in second place.

Aretha Cornish.

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
Paul Laurence Dunbar High School 
from Lexington, Kentucky.

Aretha gives a tight, honest smile and nods.

Janie Mae, Hannah, and Katie Belle hug. The other 
cheerleaders hug.

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
An a very special shout-out to 
Janie Mae Cornish from Paul 
Laurence Dunbar who won the spirit 
stick for best sportsmanship this 
weekend.

Aretha beams with pride. Gives a big smile and a nod to Janie 
Mae. Janie Mae, stunned, is congratulated by her teammates. 
Members of the other squads come up to give Janie Mae hugs.

INT. HOTEL ROOM. EVENING.

Aretha in T-shirt and shorts. Hair in a towel. Speaks into 
the phone receiver to Craig.

ARETHA
Baby you should have seen her 
today. 
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INT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. CORNISH’S OFFICE.

Cornish sits at his desk.

CORNISH
Oh you know I wish I coul..

ARETHA
...no it’s not that...I 
know...you’ve got State...

INT. HOTEL ROOM. EVENING.

Aretha sits.

...no, it’s just she’s doing so 
good. Really good.

INT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. CORNISH’S OFFICE.

Cornish stands.

CORNISH
Yeah?

ARETHA
Her and Coltrane made friends. 
School. This competition. She’s 
pulling through. I really think 
you’re doing it. 

CORNISH
Think We’re doing it. Make no 
mistake love. 

ARETHA
Yeah yeah.

CORNISH
So congrats baby. Second place in 
your first year. That’s impressive. 
That’s more than impressive. That’s 
that’s...

ARETHA
Thank you. 

Aretha stands. Hangs up the phone. Admires a polaroid of 
Janie Mae winning the spirit stick award.

CUT TO:
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INT. HOTEL ROOM. LATE NIGHT. 

The girls get real in the hotel room.

JANIE MAE
Well we didn’t win, but...

CHEERLEADER 1
Well You won.

JANIE MAE 
Ha ha. Ok fine. So Hannah are you 
and Andy a thing now?

Hannah Cruz shakes her head no. Playful frowny face.

JANIE MAE (CONT’D)
Aww, you poor baby come here.

Janie Mae playfully cradles Hannah.

INT. FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOL BUS. AFTERNOON.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane seated beside one another.

COLTRANE
I don’t know man. I think I just 
saw through it early that’s all. 
Like, ok, get a good test score to 
get a good college to get a good 
job to get a good wife, house, 
kids. To get a bigger piece of land 
with a bigger, more expensive grave 
you know?

JOHNNY REB
Hmm. Word.

COLTRANE
So I hit the road. Ended up in 
Paintsville looking for answers. 

JOHNNY REB
Appalachia.

Coltrane bumps Johnny’s waiting fist.

COLTRANE
And I started to find them too once 
I really started to listen. You 
know what I’m talking about.
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JOHNNY REB
Yeah. You don’t so much hear it as 
you do feel it. You know, it moves.

COLTRANE
Hmmm.

INT. HOTEL ROOM. LIGHTS OUT.

Janie Mae and Hannah Cruz share a Queen-sized bed. Another 
queen-sized bed with two other ladies asleep to their right.

HANNAH
So do you love him.?

JANIE MAE
I love him. That’s the problem. I 
love him too much. How he makes me 
feel at least.

HANNAH
Yeah I know that feeling.

INT. FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOL BUS. AFTERNOON.

Coltrane and Johnny Reb continue their long conversation.

COLTRANE
Yeah man I love her.  You know I 
love her. But that can never work. 
Not now. Not with Janie.

JOHNNY REB
Because of the thing?

COLTRANE
No...yes the thing...but not just 
that...it’s more than...she just, I 
just can’t lean on her. 

JOHNNY REB
Because she’s always the one doing 
all the leaning?

COLTRANE
Yes. Don’t make me feel good to say 
it but yes. And I don’t fault her. 
I understand. I do. But I just 
can’t and shouldn’t for either of 
us. 
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JOHNNY REB
Ok.

INT. AIRPORT SHUTTLE BUS. CHEER NATIONALS. MORNING.

The PLD cheer squad exits the hotel and boards the bus to the 
airport. Hannah Cruz carries a large second place trophy.

Janie Mae and Katie Belle sit next to each other on the 
shuttle bus.

JANIE MAE
So tell me about this new guy. 
Trevor?

KATIE BELLE
Trevor. 

JANIE MAE
So is Trevor your boyfriend?

KATIE BELLE
We haven’t talked about that yet.

JANIE MAE
But you’ve kissed?

KATIE BELLE
Well, yeah.

JANIE MAE
So you like him?

KATIE BELLE
I do.

JANIE MAE
Awwwwwww.

Janie Mae puts her arm around her little sister.

EXT. THE AIRPORT. AFTERNOON.

A plane takes off from the runway.

CUT TO:

INT. FAYETTE COUNTRY SCHOOL BUS. EVENING.

Johnny Reb sits leaned against the window, sprawled across 
the entire seat. Odessa Pickard lays on top of him.
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ODESSA
So what are you going to do next 
year Johnny Reb? Senior year’s 
almost half over.

JOHNNY REB
I’ve got that baseball offer from 
UK. And Harvard said they’d take 
me, but they don’t do baseball 
scholarships...

ODESSA
...so the cost...

JOHNNY REB
...grandma said something about 
some money in a safety deposit 
box...but anyway. I’m supposed to 
meet with the baseball coach at UK 
after State...you’ve set it all up 
for yourself already with the early 
admission at UK right?

ODESSA
Yup. Gonna stay a Wildcat.

JOHNNY REB
Cameron Mills too. Just heard he 
walked on with Pitino. Turned down 
a Georgia scholarship.

ODESSA
Probably wants a title shot.

JOHNNY REB
Respect.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. JANIE MAE’S BEDROOM. EARLY MORNING.

Sun beams through the drapes. Janie Mae slowly wakes up. 

Close her eyes again. Pulls herself up. Looks at the spirit 
stick. Gives a slight chuckle.

Aretha Cornish peek her head into Janie Mae’s doorway.

ARETHA
Come on baby doll, scoot. You’ve 
got therapy in an hour.

JANIE MAE
Yes, I remember. Thank you. I’ll be 
ready.
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Aretha pops her head back in.

ARETHA
I love you babydoll.

Janie Mae laughs.

ARETHA (CONT’D)
I love you babydoll.

Janie Mae cracks again. 

JANIE MAE
I love you too. I’ll be right 
there. Promise.

EXT. HOTEL PARKING LOT. COLD AUTUMN MORNING.

Coltrane and Johnny Reb talk in the parking lot. Each wears a 
toboggan cap and warm jacket.

The men stare into the distance.

JOHNNY REB
So this is the big day. State.

COLTRANE
Yep.

JOHNNY REB
Last time we’ll be together doing 
this.

COLTRANE
Yep.

JOHNNY REB
Yep.

Cornish approaches and stands beside the men. 

CORNISH
Great day to be alive gentlemen.

JOHNNY REB
(emphatically) Great day in the 
morning!

COLTRANE
Yep.

CORNISH
You gentlemen ready for today?
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JOHNNY REB
Sir yes sir.

CORNISH
Coltrane?

COLTRANE
Yep.

CORNISH
All right then.

The central Kentucky landscape. Clouds. Birds in flight. 

CUT TO:

EXT. HOTEL PARKING LOT. NINETY MINUTES LATER. HARD RAIN.

Dark clouds gather. Thunder & lightning. A hard rain begins.

INT. FAYETTE COUNTRY SCHOOL. BUS. MORNING.

The band drives from the hotel to Eastern Kentucky 
University. The university sign. Academic buildings.

Cars make tracks of water in the street. 

Odessa sits looking out the bus window to her right. The 
university football stadium approaches. Johnny Reb, to her 
left, leans closer.

JOHNNY REB
Don’t worry. Weather will clear up. 
This is only preliminaries. 

ODESSA
Just gotta make the top four.

JOHNNY REB
Right. So relax kid the real show’s 
tonight at finals.

EXT. EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY (EKU). FOOTBALL STADIUM. 
MORNING. CLOUDY. WINDY. COLD.

Colonel Country water tower. The football stadium. A wind 
violently blows an American flag and Kentucky state flag.

School buses from various Kentucky school districts  are 
lined up parked in rows. Other buses turning in from the main 
street. A bus tire makes a wet, dirty track on the pavement.
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EXT. EKU PARKING LOT. LIGHT SNOW.

Johnny Reb and the drum line unload instruments from the 
storage compartments. 

JOHNNY REB
Ok guys. Let’s get warmed up.

Coltrane warms up with the trumpet line. Odessa shivers in 
the cold as she removes her track suit and gears up.

ODESSA
Good luck Coltrane.

COLTRANE
Good luck Dessa.

ODESSA
I’m gonna miss all this.

COLTRANE
Yup. Me too.

Coltrane looks up towards dark stormy clouds.

INT. EKU STADIUM. BLEACHERS.

Parents & family members cheer. The North Hardin High School 
Band performs on field for the Class AAAA preliminaries.

INT. EKU STADIUM. FOOTBALL FIELD.

A judge, 40’s, male, European ancestry, walks through the 
marching band formations on field.

JUDGE 1
Creative spacing for their size.

INT. EKU STADIUM. PRESS BOX.

On field, the North Hardin marching band performs impressive 
formations with increasing intensity.

A judge, 40’s, female, European ancestry, speaks into a tape 
recorder.

JUDGE 2
And a cold wind blows here at EKU 
stadium as North Hardin, the 
defending AAAA state champions, hit 
their big formations.
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EXT. EKU STADIUM. STAGING AREA.

The PLD band lines up, waiting to enter the final staging 
area within the stadium.

Coltrane stands with the trumpet line behind him. TRUMPET 
PLAYER, 15, female, European ancestry speaks.

TRUMPET PLAYER
Isn’t that Cornish’s old band?

COLTRANE
Mmm.

INT. EKU STADIUM. STAGING AREA.

The PLD band waits on the running track to the far left of 
the field. North Hardin finishes their performance as the 
weather continues to deteriorate from cold rain to sleet.

Cornish addresses the band.

CORNISH
Ok ladies and gentlemen this is it. 
Do your best and we’ll qualify for 
finals. For you seniors, we’ll save 
the secret weapon for tonight.

A Bass Drum Player, 15, male, African ancestry looks 
quizzically at Johnny Reb.

BASS DRUM PLAYER
Secret weapon?

JOHNNY REB
You’ll find out. Ok here we go.

The Paul Laurence Dunbar marching band members begin to take 
their places on field. Sleet builds up on the turf. Marching 
shoes step into small puddles. Press box seen from the field.

FADE TO BLACK:
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************************************************************

“Unattended children will be given espresso and a free 
kitten.” 

                    - Traditional Cherokee Proverb.

************************************************************

EXT. EKU STADIUM. LATE AFTERNOON. HOME BLEACHERS. LIGHT SNOW.

A cold wind blows. Katie Belle and Janie Mae sit huddled 
close together in mid-level bleachers. PLD band boosters and 
family surround them in the crowd. Katie Belle confides in 
her sister.

KATIE BELLE
Like I don’t feel abstracted 
anymore. I feel so...real. You 
know?

JANIE MAE
Real.

KATIE BELLE
He gets me. You know. He completes 
me...well I don’t know about 
completes but...still 
he...he...aahhhhh.

Katie Belle swoons and collapses into Janie Mae a tornado of 
limerence. Janie Mae comforts the lovestruck child.

(beat)

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Paul Laurence Dunbar High School 
Band you may take the field for 
competition.

Janie Mae with her arm around Katie Belle. She perks up. 
Rustles Katie Belle.

JANIE MAE
Hey, I think we’re supposed to pay 
attention to this. 

KATIE BELLE
It’s us. Dunbar. Ok. I’ll try.
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Katie Belle begins to watch with rapt attention. She waves to 
her mom who gives a quick backwards glance and a smile from 
the bleachers several rows below. Mouths: “This is it”.

Steves Cornish in the stands. Dark, black-rimmed, olive lens 
aviator glasses. Lafayette scarf blows in the snowy wind. 

CUT TO:

EXT. EKU STADIUM. LATE AFTERNOON. CLOUDY. SNOW.

On field, the PLD band, clad in traditional marching band 
uniforms, performs “Excitement ‘91”, by Craig Cornish. 

***We hear the film soundtrack (”The Christmas Song”) with 
voiceovers from adult versions of the principal characters, 
delivered in Standard American or The Queen’s English.***

A line of trumpet players marches forward in formation. A 
player slips on the slush. Trumpet bell bangs into another 
player. Trumpet player on his knee. Hat off. Hand in the mud. 

Janie Mae in the bleachers. Gives a worried look to Katie 
Belle. Katie Belle exhales in the cold night. We follow her 
vapor. The band on field.

ADULT JANIE MAE (V.O.)
I don’t know what went wrong that 
day. It was cold. The kind of cold 
that grips the tops of your lungs 
and heaves you on your own breath 
kind of cold. 

A color guard member swings a wet, muddy flag. Muddy shoes. 
Band pants. Muddy, wet. 

Odessa Pickard gives a quick glance downwards as she walks by 
a large puddle of slush and water a yard to her right. The 
band on field. The fifty yard line a mess of mud, snow, 
slush. Craig Cornish. Consternation. 

ADULT COLTRANE (V.O.)
The Eastern Kentucky winter came 
early that year and it came nasty. 
We were happy just to be there of 
course but deep down some big part 
of us always expected to win it 
all. The part that dreams you see. 
If you haven’t forgot that is. 

Coltrane performs a solo on field with his hat removed and 
jacket unbuttoned. A hard, snowy wind blows against him. 
Coltrane squints. His trumpet mouthpiece and embouchure. 
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Cold exhale. Misses a high note. Finishes solo. Angry glance 
to the side. Hand reaches for his hat. Snowy hand impression 
on the black helmet. 

The drumline. A bass drum player slips and steadies himself, 
barely missing the drum beside him. Johnny reb on snare. 
Breaks a stick.

ADULT JOHNNY REB (V.O.)
Irrespective of our ambitions, this 
snowy afternoon was just meant to 
be a qualifier. We had to make an 
appearance but it was really just a 
song and dance until finals that 
evening. 

The pit crew. Johnny Reb reaches inside his coat pocket to 
retrieve an extra stick. The quad drums. Snares solo. Back 
and forth between snares. Johnny Reb breaks another stick. 
“You gotta be kidding me”. Up and down the bass line. Johnny 
makes do.

ADULT ODESSA PICKARD (V.O.)
We were sloppy. We were unfocused. 
We had descended into chaos and by 
the time we realized where we were 
headed it was too late to right the 
course. Like an aircraft carrier 
with a trolling motor, our path was 
inevitable. 

The bleachers. Janie Mae and Katie Belle talk and watch. 
Glancing back and forth from the band on field. 

JANIE MAE
Well I think it’s better to be in 
no relationship at all than a bad 
relationship.

KATIE BELLE
Guess so. But a good relationship 
is still best of all.

JANIE MAE
Yes mam.

The band finishes their performance on field. Crooked company 
front. Dunbar spelled with crooked letters. Coltrane, out of 
breath, finishes. Puts his trumpet down.
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ADULT COLTRANE (V.O.)
What set us on that course, what it 
was meant to teach, well I guess I 
know some of...now...may...now with 
time...now I’m able to smile on 
that day, heartbreaking as it was. 
Yeah that was a doozie. 

Johnny Reb looks up at the Press box. A judge walks beside 
him speaking into a tape recorder:

ON FIELD JUDGE
I’m at a bit of a loss for words 
since we’ve come to expect so much 
and so much more from every 
performance from this band.

Odessa Pickard marches off the field ashamed. Coltrane shakes 
his head. Johnny Reb tempers his fury. Craig Cornish strokes 
his chin with his left hand. Aretha Cornish gives a forced 
half smile and shakes her head.

ADULT ODESSA PICKARD (V.O.)
Guess we all took it a little more 
seriously than was warranted...

Off field Johnny Reb comforts a sad Odessa. 

ADULT JOHNNY REB (V.O.)
...or maybe not.

The two teens’ eyes meet. Facing each other they hold both 
hands. Odessa looks up towards Johnny’s loving eyes. 

ADULT ODESSA PICKARD (V.O.)
(teases Johnny) 
Maybe not?

The teens kiss.

ADULT JOHNNY REB (V.O.)
(laughs) 
Maybe not.

The teens embrace.

CUT TO:

INT. FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOL BUS. LATE AFTERNOON. CLOUDY.

The band drives home. Students, clad in street clothes, stare 
out the window. The snowy, muddy, landscape. The bus climbs a 
hill. The stadium and EKU in the driver’s side view mirror.
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Odessa sleeps on Johnny’s shoulder. He sits staring out the 
window. His face says “that’s it?”

Cornish sits alone in the front row. 

INT. ARETHA CORNISH’S VAN. LATE AFTERNOON.

Aretha’s 1988 tan Chevrolet Chevy van cruises down the 
highway. Exterior windows: “PLD - ‘91 National Cheer Runner-
Up”, the paint now dirty and runny from the Kentucky snow.

Aretha drives. Janie Mae in passenger seat. Katie Belle sits 
on a red plastic cooler wedged between the two seats.

KATIE BELLE
I still don’t understand what 
happened.

JANIE MAE
(to mom) 
Will you tell her this time?

ARETHA CORNISH
What your sister wants to tell you 
but doesn’t have the verbal acumen 
to communicate...

KATIE BELLE
...Ooh. Acumen. Good SAT word.

ARETHA CORNISH
Thank you. What’s she trying to say 
is that because of weather they 
cancelled the finals, which were 
supposed to be tonight. So, the 
scores from prelims are what stuck. 
3rd place AAAA, 5th place overall.

KATIE BELLE
And that’s the season? They lost?

ARETHA CORNISH 
That’s the season. 

(beat)

JANIE MAE 
Doesn’t seem right.

ARETHA CORNISH
No baby it doesn’t.
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The van passes one of several Fayette County school buses 
carrying the PLD band.

Janie Mae looks up to see Coltrane as the van passes his bus. 
Coltrane waves. Janie Mae waves. Coltrane gives a sad smile. 
Janie Mae tears up.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. EVENING.

The band unloads the buses. Cornish approaches John “Reb” 
Townes.

CORNISH
I’m proud of you John.

JOHNNY REB
Yeah. Thank you sir.

CORNISH
All right then.

JOHNNY REB
All right then.

INT. JOHNNY REB'S CHALLENGER. EVENING. SLIGHT RAIN.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane drive home in silence.

EXT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. DRIVEWAY. EVENING.

Johnny Reb’s Challenger pulls into the driveway

INT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. DOWNSTAIRS. EVENING.

Johnny Reb collapses, clothe on, facedown on the twin bed. 
Coltrane does the same on the couch.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. BEDROOM. EVENING.

Craig and Aretha Cornish in night clothes. They read 
separately in bed. 

Craig: “Friday Night Lights”, hardcover, by H.G. Bissinger.

Aretha: “Wild Swans”, hardcover, by Jung Chang.

ARETHA
What’s yours about?
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CRAIG
WestTexasSouthernBaptistFootbalism. 

ARETHA
Hmmm.

CRAIG
Yours?

ARETHA
Family.

Craig considers.

(beat)

Aretha sleeps. Her head across Craig’s chest. Wild Swans in 
her hand on his stomach. 

Craig carefully puts Friday Night Lights on the bedside 
table. Gently moves Aretha’s hand. Picks up Wild Swans.

Craig begins Wild Swans.

EXT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. BACK YARD. TWILIGHT.

Johnny Reb sits in a folding chair watching the small creek 
and listening to the trees & grass.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. BEDROOM. TWILIGHT.

Cornish checks to see Aretha in deep, restful sleep. He 
continues to read, deep into the book.

EXT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. BACK YARD. SUNRISE.

Grandma Buckalew approaches carrying a hot cup of coffee. 
Johnny hears the approach. Rises. Prepares a second folding 
chair for his grandmother. Helps her sit. Takes the coffee.

(beat)

Grandma pulls an envelope from her front sweater pocket. She 
unfolds a worn and yellowed piece of paper. Puts on her small 
antique reading glasses. She reads aloud to Johnny Reb.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW
The river. She reaches long through 
the distant horizon, upwind of the 
currents and the confusions. She 
bathes us in her light. 

(MORE)
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Like magic her treasures bubble up 
from below just when we need them 
the most. Our journeys combined. I, 
you, me, 
the river. 

Johnny stands up and looks down his property towards the 
small, flowing creek.

She asks only our participation. 
That we do our part towards 
betterment. In return her 
magnanimity flows through and 
lights the spark of our hearts. 
Pushing us gently to our tides and 
the tides of others. Sweet river. 

I’ve had my toes swallowed by the 
muck on your bottoms. I’ve seen 
your life and your vengeance. And 
your benevolence. Sometimes your 
waters recede. It seems we’ve been 
left behind. Hung out to dry so to 
speak. But then you return, 
flowing, reminding of your beauty. 

Your calm waters always come a’ 
calling. Your warm embrace. One day 
I’ll return the favor and join your 
currents, but not today.

Johnny laughs as Grandma Buckalew gives a quick chuckle.

JOHNNY REB
That’s beautiful.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW
Your grandfather, my Bill, wrote 
that before he passed.

JOHNNY REB
When you lived on the river?

GRANDMA BUCKALEW
Later, just before the war in 
Korea.

Johnny nods his head in understanding.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW (CONT’D)
Now John I want to talk about 
something important. I’ve got some 
money saved. 

GRANDMA BUCKALEW (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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I want you to take it and take that 
offer from that fancy Yankee 
school.

JOHNNY REB
Come on grandma.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW
Johnny I’m decided on this.

JOHNNY REB
Yes mam.

The two look out at the small creek at the end of their back 
property.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW
You treating that Odessa right?

JOHNNY REB
Yes mam.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW 
Well all right then.

Johnny lovingly teases his grandmother.

JOHNNY REB
Yes mam.

INT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. BEDROOM. SUNRISE.

Craig nears completion of Wild Swans. A single tear falls 
from his right eye. Wipes the year with his left hand. Looks 
at his love asleep beside him. Nods his head. Smiles. Kisses 
her forehead. 

Aretha rouses.

ARETHA
What baby?

CRAIG
Nothing love. Go back to sleep.

ARETHA
Ok.

Craig gets out of bed. Stretches. Walks into the kitchen. 
Morning sunlight edges in through the kitchen blinds. 
Cornish. A smile. A breath. Here we go.

GRANDMA BUCKALEW (CONT’D)
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EXT. GRANDMA AND JOHNNY TOWNES HOME. BASEMENT. MORNING.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane exit the house. They begin their 
morning run. 

JOHNNY REB
I love you brother.

COLTRANE
I love you too man.

JOHNNY REB
But not enough to let you win.

Johnny sprints ahead. Coltrane guns it. Catches up and passes 
his friend & brother. The men laugh.

FADE TO BLACK:

INT. PLD BAND ROOM. AFTER SCHOOL. 

Cornish stands and addresses the band.

CORNISH
One day you’ll look back on this 
moment as the moment where you 
decided. 

Johnny Reb and Coltrane pay closer attention.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
I’m holding in my hand an 
invitation to this year’s Contest 
of Champions in Murfreesboro, TN. 
As you know only the best bands in 
the country are invited. I received 
this invitation two weeks ago. It 
was a surprise. 

Students look at each other. Odessa whispers.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Some of you will say that we only 
got this invitation because of the 
work I did in my previous job. You 
might be right. 

Johnny’s face shows his agreement.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
However, if any of you think we 
didn’t earn this, you would be 
sorely mistaken. 
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Coltrane looks at Johnny. He’s got a point.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
We don’t have much time. The 
contest is in three weeks and we 
seem to have been an afterthought. 
Talk amongst yourselves. Talk with 
your section leaders. Take a vote. 
Okay that’s it for today. 

INT. PLD BAND ROOM. CORNISH’S OFFICE. EVENING.

The band room. Darkness outside. Craig Cornish sits at his 
desk reading a copy of National Geographic Magazine. 
November, 1990 (cover: Baltic Nations).

Coltrane, Odessa, and Johnny Reb approach.

JOHNNY REB
Mr. C.

Craig looks up from his magazine.

CRAIG
Come in guys.

The three come into Craig’s office. Odessa Pickard takes a 
seat. Coltrane stands. Johnny Reb leans against the wall.

COLTRANE
The band has talked. We want to 
compete.

JOHNNY REB
It was pretty unanimous. 

CORNISH
All right then.

ODESSA PICKARD 
But we have something we want to...

Signals to Coltrane to finish.

COLTRANE
Yes. For the three of us this is 
our last gig together. And for the 
other seniors.
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JOHNNY REB
What C’s trying to say is that we 
want to go out putting it all out 
there. The tradition, structure, 
all that. We’ve got that. 

COLTRANE
Now we want to improvise.

CORNISH
Improvise.

ODESSA 
Yes. Improvise.

COLTRANE
We want to work with you. 
Collaborate.

JOHNNY REB
Jazz things up a bit. Add a bit of 
flair.

CORNISH
Flair.

ODESSA 
Creativity. A whole new show.

CORNISH
I do like creativity.

COLTRANE
So we’re agreed.

Craig looks at Odessa. Turns to Coltrane and Johnny Reb.

CORNISH
All right then.

Craig laughs out loud.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
All right then. Let’s do it.

CUT TO:

EXT. PLD PARKING LOT. AFTER SCHOOL.

Coltrane and Janie Mae walk towards Johnny’s Challenger. 
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JOHNNY REB
This may sound crazy, but why don’t 
you get the cheerleaders to join 
for the COT.

JANIE MAE
COT?

JOHNNY REB
Contest of Champions.

COLTRANE
That’s what he’s calling it now.

JOHNNY REB
Seriously. Your squad’s done ‘til 
next year. We need the bodies to 
compete with the bigger bands. 
Gymnastics. Colorguard. Same 
difference.

COLTRANE
Should be fun.

JANIE MAE
Ok boys you’re on. I’ll talk to the 
ladies.

EXT. FRONT PORCH. ANDY HARMON’S HOUSE. EVENING.

Andy opens the front door to Johnny Reb standing on his front 
porch. 

ANDY HARMON
Johnny.

JOHNNY REB
Got a minute?

ANDY HARMON
Sure.

The two young men walk towards the porch railing. They both 
look out into the distance.

JOHNNY REB
Need a favor.

ANDY HARMON
Ok. 
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JOHNNY REB
Tuba player broke his ankle. We’ve 
got that contest. Drill is for 
eight tubas. We only have seven. 
Need you to suit up and carry that 
last tuba. 

Andy laughs in disbelief.

ANDY HARMON
You gotta be kidding.

JOHNNY REB
Andy I’m asking.

ANDY HARMON
I can do that.

JOHNNY REB
Practice tomorrow after school.

ANDY HARMON
I can do that.

Johnny offers his hand for a shake.

JOHNNY REB
Oh the cheerleaders are going.

Andy lightens the mood, clowns a bit.

ANDY HARMON
For real? Mmmm. Hannah Banana. Get 
in here man we’re having burgers. 
What’re you doing tomorrow?

The men walk into the house.

JOHNNY REB
Oh you know. Got some mowing to do.

CUT TO:

EXT. PLD HIGH. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. AFTERNOON. SPRING.

The drum line takes a sideways look at what’s coming. Johnny 
Reb slides his shades down his nose for a better look.

Here come the cheerleaders strutting their stuff. Summer 
attire. Ponytails and short shorts.

Cornish gives a slight chuckle and shakes his head. Janie Mae 
gives Coltrane a wink and a smile.
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The cheerleaders and color guard meet. Janie Mae and Odessa 
embrace. Hannah Cruz and Katie Belle.

JANIE MAE
Hey there babydoll.

ODESSA PICKARD
Thanks for coming.

The ladies all mingle. 

HANNAH CRUZ
Oh my god I love your hair.

COLOR GUARD 1
Your shoes are so cute.

CHEERLEADER 1
Hey did you finish the homework for 
Calculus?

COLOR GUARD 2
Everything except the last one.

Johnny Reb and the drum line react. The female bass drum 
player rolls her eyes. Odessa gives Johnny a stiff grin.

INT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. CLASSROOM. BEFORE LUNCH.

Dim Lighting. Ms. Earnhardt, late-20’s, female, biracial, 
lectures dryly from the front of the classroom, seated on a 
stool. Her crossed-legs. Red stilettos. 

MS. EARNHARDT
Colin Woodard came along in ‘89 and 
shook up the way we think about the 
United States as a nation or, as he 
suggests, nations.

Ms. Earnhardt place a transparency containing a map of the 
United States onto an overhead projector at the front of the 
classroom. Image of the US map projected onto the wall.

MS. EARNHARDT (CONT’D)
This is a map of the USA. One 
nation under god. Maybe. Maybe not.

Ms. Earnhardt layers an additional transparency showing 
eleven different sub-regions (Yankeedom, New Netherland, The 
Midlands, Tidewater, Greater Appalachia, Deep South, El 
Norte, The Left Coast, The Far West, New France, First 
Nation) of the US.
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MS. EARNHARDT (CONT’D)
This is how Woodard sees the 
country. Eleven separate nations 
with distinct, and often 
conflicting, values, norms, and 
religions. So, someone from the 
nation of Greater Appalachia...

Draws a circle around Greater Appalachia on the transparency. 

MS. EARNHARDT (CONT’D)
...who finds themselves smack dab 
in the middle of Yankeedom... 

Draws a circle around Yankeedom on the overhead transparency. 

MS. EARNHARDT (CONT’D)
...through fortune or 
circumstance...

Steps to the blackboard and pulls down a large rolled-up map 
of the world.

MS. EARNHARDT (CONT’D)
...might feel as out of place as an 
American in Paris, or an Englishman 
in New York. 

Points to Philadelphia, Paris, London, New York.

EXT. PLD PRACTICE LOT. AFTER SCHOOL. 

Students in formation. Fundamentals. Forward movement.

Andy Harmon and the tubas. Johnny Reb and the drum line. 
Coltrane, wearing a Goorin Bros. Mr. Banks hat, teaches 
movement. Cornish watches formations from the tower.

Andy Harmon takes off his tuba and sits on the curb. 
Exhaustion. Another tuba player walks by, pats him on the 
shoulder. 

Hannah Cruz, full of energy, plops down beside Andy Harmon. 
Their eyes meet. Hannah cocks her head like a puppy dog. Andy 
turns away looking downward. Hannah grabs his chin and gently 
moves it towards her so their eyes meet. Hannah gives Andy a 
long, gentle closed mouth kiss. The moment ends. Hannah 
giggles and wanders off. Andy, with renewed vigor, rises and 
dons his tuba.
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EXT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. SUNDAY MORNING.

Johnny Reb and Coltrane roll into the church parking lot in 
Johnny’s Challenger. They exit the car. Parents and young 
ladies walk by in Sunday dresses and business casual. Johnny 
and Coltrane dressed as usual. The Cornish family. Waves. 
Andy Harmon and Hannah Cruz holding hands. Chavez holds the 
main door to enter the church. Gives Katie Belle a fist bump.

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. CHILDREN’S CHURCH.

John and Coltrane sit with guitars amidst a circle of young 
children. They goof off and sing songs for the kids. 
Everyone’s having a lot of fun.

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. ADULT CHURCH.

The choir sings. The choir sings faster. 

The PREACHER, 55, male, European ancestry, soulful, speaks 
the word...

PREACHER
See when vanity comes calling how 
will you answer? For some she hides 
behind words, or money. For others 
it’s status, land. But I’m here to 
tell you. Do unto others as you 
would have them do unto you. 
Because there is a greater force at 
work in this world. Can I get an 
amen? 

CHURCHGOER 1
Amen.

CHURCHGOER 2
Amen.

ARETHA
(gently)
Amen.

Aretha gives Craig’s hand a quick, tight squeeze. Other 
churchgoers. The stained glass church windows. The altar.

Andy Harmon and Hannah Cruz seated together at the end of a 
pew. Both look down at an open bible in Andy’s hand. Hannah 
colors a fashion sketch hidden behind the Bible. The new 
marching band uniforms: 
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Goorin Bros. Mr. Banks hat; Banana Republic Traveler jeans; 
black tank top; red & black Zara Napoleon jacket; black, 
dull, vinyl Vans sneaks with white trim; black gloves.

PREACHER (V.O)
You see what you put out in a 
malevolent spirit will return to 
you again magnified in the form of 
malevolence from others. In spades. 

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. CHILDREN’S CHURCH.

The kids (of mixed ethnicities) dance and play to Johnny 
Reb’s guitar. Coltrane builds legos with a little girl. 

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. ADULT CHURCH.

Aretha’s head on Cornish’s shoulder. Cornish stares ahead.

PREACHER (V.O.)
Well we know something about ways 
here now don’t we. We know the way 
of the Holy Spirit. 

Craig notices a piece of blue paper in the bible in front of 
him. Pulls the bible from the pew shelf. Bible opens to a 
folder blue piece of paper. 

Katie Belle sneaks out the back door of the main hall. 

PREACHER (V.O.)
There is no way but that. The 
spirit will guide you, gently push 
you forward, heal the crevices of 
pain and neglect. 

Craig opens the blue paper. A crumpled black & white print 
concert flyer. “Don’t Stop Believing - Journey - Together 
Again - Golden Gate Park - 11/3/91.” Cornish ponders.

PREACHER (V.O.)
But beware false prophets. 
Wretchedness lies in wait all 
around and through us. 

INT. BLACK ROOM. MINIMAL RED LIGHT.

Steves Cornish sits on the edge of a twin bed. Boxers. 
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EXT. COUNTRY CROSSROADS. EVENING TWILIGHT.

Steves at the crossroads. Chooses the path leading to a 
fertile forest in the distance. 

A beat-up red pickup truck approaches. Windows down. DRUM 
MAJOR drives. Left arm hangs out the window country-style. 
Silver aviators. Ponytail. Whistles. Steves turn. Back wheels 
spin on the dirt road. The truck jets down the country road. 
Cityscape ahead in the distance.

INT. BLACK ROOM. MINIMAL RED LIGHT.

Steves Cornish. On the edge of the twin bed. No other 
furniture. Steven holds his head in his hands. Turns and 
looks towards camera. Snake eyes. Breaks fourth wall. 

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. CHILDREN’S CHURCH.

Katie Belle opens the door and peaks in. Coltrane sees her 
and laughs. “Come on in.” 

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. ADULT CHURCH.

The preacher continues his animated sermon. 

PREACHER
But the Holy Spirit knows. No one 
hides from her gaze. And it is a 
loving gaze. 

Janie Mae, seated with other cheerleaders. Back row.

JANIE MAE
I gotta go.

No response.

JANIE MAE (CONT’D)
I gotta go. Tinkle.

NEIGHBOR
Oh. Ok. Excuse me.

Janie exits the back door of the main hall. 

INT. CHURCH BATHROOM. 

Janie Mae washes her hands and pouts for the mirror. Relaxed, 
honest gentle smile. Shake it off. Vanity eyes. 
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INT. CHURCH HALLWAY.

Janie Mae waltzes down the hallway. Sign: “Children’s 
Church”. Through the window, Johnny Reb, Coltrane, and Katie 
Belle dance and play with the kids.

Janie Mae smiles. Nods. Turns down the hallway.

PREACHER (V.O.)
Free from expectation or judgement. 
Always there. The hairs rising on 
your arm in the presence of 
synchronicity. 

INT. CHURCH SOUND ROOM.

Chavez monitors the sermon. Mo’ Better Blues by Spike Lee 
plays on a small TV monitor. 

EXT. CHURCH SOUND ROOM.

Janie Mae opens the door. Chavez adjusts the sound board. Say 
hey Chavez. Janie Mae enters. Removes her shoes. Takes off 
her sweater. Meets our gaze as she shuts the door. Looks down 
in shame. Door closes.

PREACHER (V.O.)
I can feel the Holy Spirit here 
right now. Did somebody say amen? 

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. ADULT CHURCH.

The congregation responds.

PREACHER
Can I get an amen? 

INT. ROSEMONT BAPTIST CHURCH. CHILDREN’S CHURCH.

The kids cut loose and freestyle dance. No vanity. 

PREACHER (V.O.)
Let’s give thanks for our lives, 
for each other, for our families. 

Everybody’s jamming. Kids falling down in honest laughter. 
Play. The young adults relive childhood moments.

CUT TO:
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EXT. THE LAKE HOUSE. LATE AFTERNOON. SPRING WEATHER.

The lake. The trees. The parked cars.

A yellow Bayliner speedboat boat pulls a slalom skier on the 
lake. A jet ski pulls a kneeboarder. Both the jet ski and 
kneeboarder cross the wake of the speedboat. Jet ski clears 
it. Kneeboarder launches. Wipeout. Head pops up. Yowza!

The lake house. Water sports in the far background. 

Coltrane and CANDACE HAYNES, 19, female, African ancestry, 
aristocratic Mississippi dialect, lean against the railing. 

COLTRANE
The secret to artistry? Man you 
just go. Now go on now.

CANDACE
Just go. Wow.

COLTRANE
No I mean you can go now. Thank 
you.

CANDACE
Oh. Uh. Okay. ‘night trane.

COLTRANE
(corrects) Night Train. With an I. 
See you later baby.

Janie Mae, Hannah Cruz, and Katie Belle talk in a 3/4 circle 
in the back lawn. Janie Mae eyes Coltrane and Candace on the 
porch.

INT. THE LAKE HOUSE. KITCHEN. SUNSET.

Sunset through the kitchen window. 

Odessa Pickard stands alone. Wipes her hands on a towel. 
Gives a flustered exhale.

Johnny Reb sneaks behind her to give a gentle hug and kiss 
from behind. She turns. They embrace. Johnny begins to move.

ODESSA PICKARD
Oh no.

JOHNNY REB
Oh yes.
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Johnny begins to dance. Odessa starts to feel it. Odessa 
starts to really feel it. She leads Johnny from the kitchen 
to the living room. 

The partygoers feel compelled to either stare or join in the 
groove as Johnny Reb and Odessa saunter down the hallway. 

Odessa leads Johnny onto the dance floor, gripping his tie.

The kids dance. And let loose. The moment. Odessa. A 
priceless smile.

EXT. BACKYARD. FIRE PIT. EVENING.

A good hot fire burns. Kids lean up against logs facing the 
lake. Two kids make-out.

A circle of kids kicks around a soccer ball in the moonlight.

Andy Harmon confides in Chavez. 

ANDY HARMON
This freshman. I figure when she’s 
a senior I’ll be junior year 
college. Just about ready to drop 
out and come back with my tail 
between my legs. 

CHAVEZ
So you want to groom her to take 
you back when you fail at life?

ANDY HARMON
Well now that you put it like that 
it doesn’t quite seem right.

A SOPHOMORE, 16, female, European ancestry, natural red hair, 
purple streaks, walks by in a bikini top and short, short 
shorts.

CHAVEZ
All right, all right, all right, 
love them red heads.

ANDY HARMON
I think?

SOPHOMORE turns to the boys. Deadpan.

SOPHOMORE
That is not ok.

(beat)
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Sophomore walks away. Andy Harmon and Chavez.

(beat)

INT. LAKE HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.

The shuffleboard table. 

A group of kids watch television. “Guess Who’s Coming To 
Dinner”. Poitier & Co. The pivotal father-son scene.

Another group of kids plays quarters.

Johnny Reb and SOPHOMORE compete at the shuffleboard table.

JOHNNY REB
The most absolute beautiful mostest 
special treasure ever bestowed upon 
man by grace above is a woman’s 
body. Nature knows no better 
tapestry.

SOPHOMORE
Well, didn’t Monet say...

JOHNNY REB
...no I believe it was Rothko. You 
see, all a man really has in this 
life is his word, his art, and 
those few select moments...

Johnny Reb walks away leaving SOPHOMORE spellbound and 
speechless.

EXT. LAKE HOUSE. PORCH. LATE NIGHT.

Chavez and Andy Harmon laugh on the front porch. Chavez falls 
out of his chair. SOPHOMORE rights his chair. Andy steadies 
his friend. Chavez sits. SOPHOMORE relents. Sits on his lap.

EXT. COUNTRY HIGHWAY. WINDY ROAD. PRE-DAWN.

Johnny Reb, Coltrane, and Janie Mae ride in Johnny’s 
Challenger. Johnny drives. Coltrane navigates. Janie Mae sits 
on Coltrane’s lap.

Janie Mae stretches up through the open window and takes a 
seat on the door frame, her feet in Coltrane’s lap, her hands 
on top of the car. Hair blowing in the wind.
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Johnny Reb laughs. Coltrane grins. Grabs Janie’s legs tight. 
Whoops. Slight swerve. Janie Mae sways. Slides back into 
Coltrane’s lap. Stunned. Invigorated. Laughter all around.

EXT. CORNISH RESIDENCE. DAWN. 

The Challenger pulls up to Janie Mae’s home. She gets out of 
the backseat via the passenger door. 

JANIE MAE 
See you Johnny.

JOHNNY REB
Janie Mae.

JANIE MAE
All right then Coltrane.

COLTRANE
Toot a loo.

Janie turns to walk away.

COLTRANE (CONT’D)
Janie...

JANIE MAE
I know.

COLTRANE
I’ll call you.

JANIE MAE
I know.

COLTRANE
All right then.

JANIE MAE
Biyyeee.

JOHNNY REB
All right then.

Janie Mae playfully runs up the steps. Gives a playful glance 
backwards for the boys. 

INT. JOHNNY REB'S CHALLENGER.

Johnny Reb chuckles.
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JOHNNY REB
She’s good.

COLTRANE
The best.

JOHNNY REB
(laughs) Yeah.

The Challenger pulls away from the house and hits the road.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. REHEARSAL PARKING LOT. AFTER SCHOOL.

The band wraps up for the day. Fatigued students. Instruments 
placed in cases. Cornish climbs down from the tower. Johnny 
Reb wait for him to descend.

JOHNNY REB
So?

CORNISH
I’m impressed. Looks great.

Johnny Reb and Cornish fist bump. Katie Belle and Janie Mae 
laugh at the two men. Johnny & Cornish: “What?”.

INT. THE BAND ROOM. 

The band members break it down after practice. Freestyle 
dancing. Couples. Singles. Friends. Romance. We linger. One 
of those moments. 

(beat)

EXT. LEXINGTON BLUEGRASS AIPORT. 

Coltrane checks-in for his flight to JFK-New York via 
Atlanta. His ticket. The receptionist. Trumpet case over his 
shoulder. Goorin Bros. Mr. Banks hat.

INT. TAXI CAB. NEW YORK CITY. EVENING.

Coltrane drives through New York City. Times Square circa 
‘91. The sights. The lights.
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EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. PARKING LOT. EVENING.

Odessa and Johnny Reb, holding hands, walk towards Johnny’s 
parked Challenger. Slow motion.

FADE TO BLACK:
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************************************************************

“The only thing I dread is judgement.” 

                - J.C., on the occasion of his 32nd birthday.

************************************************************

INT. TOURING BUS. MORNING.

Cornish stands at the front of the bus. 

CORNISH
Ladies and gentlemen this is it. 
Your moment starts now.

The faces of several students.

EXT. PLD HIGH SCHOOL. MORNING.

The buses pull out of the high school onto Man o’ War Blvd.

EXT. BLUEGRASS PARKWAY. MORNING. SUNNY WEATHER.

The buses roll down the Bluegrass Parkway towards 
Elizabethtown, KY. Bluegrass. Morning dew. Horses graze. A 
long white picket fence.

INT. TOURING BUS. LATE MORNING.

Janie Mae sits next to the window reading. “The Varieties of 
Religious Experience”, by William James. Katie Belle asleep 
beside her.

INT. SCHAFFER PREP. NYC. DAY. CLOUDY WEATHER.

Coltrane sits in a brown wooden chair outside and office that 
says “Admissions”. He holds a SCHAFER PREPARATORY brochure. 
Smoke on the horizon.

INT. TOURING BUS. AFTERNOON.

A light rain outside. Janie Mae looks out the window as a 
blue big rig tractor-trailer approaches to pass the bus. 
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TRUCK DRIVER, late 50’s, male, African ancestry. Stenciled 
black name above the truck’s passenger side door. “Lucille”.

Janie Mae signals up and down with her left fist. The driver 
smiles and lays on his horn. Janie Mae laughs. The driver 
laughs.

INT. SCHAFFER PREP. BAND DIRECTOR’S OFFICE. 

A Love Supreme poster. Framed Dexter Gordon black & white 
still. The Dhammapada. Satchmo smoking.

WYNTON MARSALIS and Coltrane speak in the Director’s office.

WYNTON MARSALIS
There’s three elements of jazz that 
have to be present...one is 
improvisation, which is the “I” 
part...there’s freedom to express 
yourself. The second is swing which 
is the opposite of the “I”. It’s 
the “us”. And swing is a matter of 
coordination and balance. It 
teaches you diplomacy. Yes you have 
freedom, but other people have 
freedom too so how y’all gonna get 
that together. How is your freedom 
gonna go from yours to ours? 

EXT. ABRAHAM LINCOLN BIRTHPLACE NATIONAL HISTORIC PARK. GOOD 
WEATHER. EARLY AFTERNOON.

National Park sign. Band members walk up the steps of the 
main monument. TOUR GUIDE, late 20’s, female, any ethnicity, 
leads a tour group of about 30 band members.

TOUR GUIDE
Once old Abe set his mind to 
something there was no changing it. 
His roots were certainly country.

INT. SCHAFFER PREP. THEATRE.

SIDNEY, student, 22, male, African ancestry, standard 
American English accent, rehearses with ACTING TEACHER, early 
30’s, female, African or biracial ancestry, American Standard 
English accent, rehearse on stage.
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SIDNEY
You say you don’t want to tell me 
how to live my life? So what do you 
think you’ve been doing? 

Coltrane and Wynton walk up the main isle of the theatre. 
Wynton leads the way.

ACTING TEACHER
Good. Now work towards your image.

Wynton opens the side door and walks out. Coltrane turns back 
to watch the scene finish.

SIDNEY
Dad. You’re my father. I’m your 
son. I love you. I always have and 
I always will. But you think of 
yourself as a colored man. I think 
of myself as a man.

Coltrane turns and walks out the side door.

INT. LINCOLN NATIONAL PARK. LOG CABIN MONUMENT.

The tour guide speaks as she walks around the log cabin. 

TOUR GUIDE
Much of what determined who went 
Blue or Grey during the Civil War 
came down to geography. 

Students sincerely listen. The cabin interior.

TOUR GUIDE (CONT’D)
The hills of Appalachia weren’t 
suited to cotton cultivation and 
the chattel slavery that economy 
was based on. 

EXT. LINCOLN PARK. FOREST WALK.

Craig and Aretha on the forest walk. Holding hands.

CRIAG CORNISH
You’re the only one I’ve ever 
called baby the way I call you 
baby.

ARETHA CORNISH
Oh baby.
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INT. VISITORS CENTER.

The guide completes the tour.

TOUR GUIDE
Western Virginia, with terrain much 
like that of hilly Eastern 
Kentucky, sided with the Union and 
broke off from greater Old 
Virginia, which had an inordinate 
amount of influence on politics 
within the short-lived Confederacy, 
and Lee’s army for that matter.

The students look bored. A yawn.

INT. SCHAFFER PREP. RECORDING STUDIO. BOOTH.

Wynton and Coltrane continue their talk.

WYNTON MARSALIS
And then the third: the blues. The 
blues aesthetic is our spiritual 
overview which is optimism in the 
face of adversity, and an optimism 
that’s not naive. Which is 
that...this is life. Bad things 
happen. That’s a fact of being 
alive. There is no perfection. 

Wynton signals to SAXOPHONIST, 20, female, European ancestry, 
through the glass. Thumbs up. Saxophonist smiles.

WYNTON
If you’re out here you’re paying 
dues. And how do you deal with 
those dues and how do you use what 
you have to to to be resilient and 
to to deepen your humanity through 
the tragedy and the struggles. 

Coltrane reflects. Nodding.

Wynton takes a deep, long pause. Turns to Coltrane.
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WYNTON (CONT’D)
And how can you express the depth 
of that humanity that is earned in 
a way that will uplift people to 
exhibit a generosity of feeling...a 
generosity of spirit and a depth of 
feeling that we call soul, that 
comes out of the blues aesthetic 
and it’s also a very essential 
ingredient to our music. 

COLTRANE
Yes sir...

Coltrane crosses his fingers. 

COLTRANE (CONT’D)
...see that’s gospel.

Wynton and Coltrane. A moment.

INT. SCHAFFER PREP. THEATRE. 

Low blue lights. Coltrane, leaning against a stool, solos on 
stage alone. Spotlight. Trumpet. Harmon mute. Smoky blue.

EXT. I-65 SOUTHBOUND. KENTUCKY. EARLY AFTERNOON.

The PLD band buses cruise down the highway. A distant 
billboard approaches. The billboard has started to fade and 
peel. “Stevie Ray Vaughan : 1965 - 1990.”

FADE TO BLACK:

INT. TOURING BUS. LATE AFTERNOON.

The Tennessee State line. Firecrackers billboard.

The gang kicks it on the bus.

ODESSA PICKARD
My all-time, all-star dinner party 
guest list? Carl Jung, Mother Mary, 
Stephen Hawking, Dorothy and Toto.

COLTRANE
From the Wizard of Oz?

ODESSA PICKARD
Absolutely.
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JOHNNY REB
My girl’s full of surprises.

KATIE BELLE
What do you say there Chavez?

HANNAH CRUZ
Yeah how bout you?

Chavez quickly considers and then in rapid fire fashion...

CHAVEZ
Miles Davis, Bill Evans, Cannonball 
Adderly, Paul Chambers, Jimmy Cobb, 
and my man here Coltrane.

Chavez puts his arm around Coltrane.

JOHNNY REB
Reckon we could hook that up. What 
do you say there Coltrane? Want to 
re-cut Kind of Blue with the old 
sextet?

Coltrane half-grimly, half-playfully shakes his head.

COLTRANE
Yeah, I wish.

JANIE MAE
Wasn’t that Greg Allman’s favorite 
album?

Katie Belle excitedly pipes up.

KATIE BELLE
No Duane. He listened to it for 
weeks at a time.

JOHNNY REB
Look at you Katie Belle. Getting 
all grown up and edumacated.

KATIE BELLE
Well thankfully for me next year 
your gradumacating, so.

Johnny Reb gives a faux shocked look and hand gesture to 
Janie Mae. 

JOHNNY REB
Look at that. Lil sis all grown up.

Coltrane gives a fist bump to Katie Belle.
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COLTRANE
Careful we don’t create a monster 
here once we...you’re gone.

CHAVEZ
Take it easy on the kid eh?

JANIE MAE
Yeah she might be cheer national 
captain some day.

Janie Mae gives Katie Belle a wink. Katie Belle finds her 
groove.

Andy Harmon wakes up. Looks around. 

ANDY HARMON
Wait where did Coltrane come from?

Janie Mae shakes her head.

CHAVEZ
No one knows where Coltrane came 
from...I’ve heard some say 
immaculate conception...

Coltrane breaks his city cool.

COLTRANE
...come on knock it off.

They all laugh.

CUT TO:

INT. TOURING BUS. ABOUT AN HOUR LATER...

Johnny Reb and Coltrane discuss the meaning of life.

COLTRANE
Vader believed in god. He just 
didn’t trust him. So: made a deal 
with the devil instead. 

JOHNNY REB
At least he knew the odds? That the 
idea?

COLTRANE
It was stacked towards the house, 
but at least it was clean you know?
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JOHNNY REB
What do you think there Janie Mae?

Janie Mae stops her chatter with Hannah and joins the 
conversation.

JANIE MAE
About what?

JOHNNY REB
About Vader?

JANIE MAE
About Vader.

COLTRANE
About god.

JANIE MAE
Oh. That. I’m a fan.

COLTRANE
Of what?

JOHNNY REB
Of god.

JANIE MAE
Of god. Force. Spirit. Soul. 
Whatever. The whole thing, Wizard 
of Oz, you know.

COLTRANE
Toto?

JOHNNY REB
Damn right Toto. 

Gives Janie Mae a fist bump.

JANIE MAE
That’s right.

INT. TOURING BUS. A HALF HOUR LATER...

Craig and Janie Mae Cornish sit beside each other. Janie on 
the aisle.

CRAIG
So it seems things are all right 
with you now?
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JANIE MAE
Yeah I think so.

CRAIG
Janie. This is a big thing you did 
for all of us here. Thank you.

Janie Mae tries to laugh it off.

JANIE MAE
Oh. Ok.

CRAIG
I’m proud of you.

JANIE MAE
Thanks dad.

Chavez pipes up from the next row back.

CHAVEZ
Know what this girl here did?

CRAIG
What’s that?

Janie Mae laughs bashfully.

CHAVEZ
Helped me mix the sound at church. 
Better than ever.

Craig, impressed, smiles kindly at Janie Mae.

CRAIG
You did that?

JANIE MAE
Well I thought it needed some 
depth. So we gave it depth.

Chavez gives Craig a man to man look.

CHAVEZ
She’s pretty good. Fast learner.

CRAIG
Wow I uh. I guess I just never saw 
you as into that sort of thing.

Janie gives a quizzical look.

JANIE MAE
What sort of thing?
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CRAIG
(gently) Music.

JANIE MAE
Oh my god I live for music.

Janie Mae excites.

CRAIG
You do?

JANIE MAE
Totally. 

CRAIG
Like who?

JANIE MAE
Oh I don’t kn...I’m still diggin’ 
on Bell Biv DeVoe.

CRAIG
The cats from uh New Edition?

JANIE MAE
Yeah, three of the guys.

CRAIG
Yeah, I know their stuff 
it’s...Bobby Brown was New Edition 
too...

JANIE MAE
...I’d forgotten that...

Janie and Craig bond.

EXT. TOURING BUS. EVENING.

The bus convoy continues towards Murfreesboro, TN and the 
Contest of Champions.

FADE TO BLACK:

EXT. HILTON GARDEN INN. MURFREESBORO, TN. SUNRISE.

The sunrise. The hotel parking lot. The buses.

Coltrane, Craig, and Johnny Reb share a cup of coffee.
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EXT. MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY. MORNING.

MTSU. The football field. The parking lot.

********************

      Prelims

********************

The PLD buses pull into the large parking lot. Bands practice 
in different areas of the lot. Tuba player. Color guard.

Lafayette Band. Steves Cornish. Sideways glance at the 
approaching PLD buses. 

EXT. MTSU. FOOTBALL STADIUM. MID-MORNING.

Broken Arrow High School performs on field.

EXT. MTSU. PRACTICE FIELD. NOON.

Practice clothes. Two cheerleaders perform back tucks.

Coltrane solos silently alone in the distance. Eyes closed.

Johnny Reb warms up the drum line. Andy Harmon smiles.

Cornish feels the day. Yeah.

The band makes preparations to perform. Students change into 
performance clothes. Odessa straightens Johnny’s drum rig. 
Smiles.

INT. MTSU. FOOTBALL STADIUM. MID- MORNING.

The band walks into the stadium. Lined-up to go on field. 

The open field from the tunnel. The band walks through the 
tunnel into the light. 

EXT. MTSU. FOOTBALL STADIUM. NOON. PRELIMS.

Clear skies. The bright sun reflects off the bell of 
Coltrane’s trumpet. He solos. The band behind him. 

He leans into it. Ends on a final high note. Releases his 
trumpet from his mouth. Opens his eyes. 
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A full stadium in front of him. The press box. A stern-faced 
JUDGE, male, 40’s, European ancestry, nods. “That boy can 
play”.

CUT TO:

EXT. MTSU FOOTBALL STADIUM. AFTERNOON.

The band in the bleachers. Plain clothes. The announcer:

ANNOUNCER
...and 3rd place in AAAA 
preliminary competition, qualifying 
for the Contest of Champions finals 
this evening, Paul Laurence Dunbar 
High School from Lexington, Ky.

The band reacts. Excitement. 

EXT. PLD TOURING BUS. MTSU PARKING LOT. DUSK.

Craig Cornish addresses the band. 

CORNISH
We’re going to finals.

The band responds enthusiastically.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Did not expect this. Not this year. 
Ladies and gentlemen I want you to 
look around at your friends. I want 
you to feel the air. Feel this 
moment. Achievement. 

Band members connect visually with each other. 

(beat)

CORNISH (CONT’D)
Ok. Let’s get to it. Finals. 

Band members. Facial expressions change. Andy Harmon: 
Determination. Hannah Cruz: Inspiration. Coltrane: Gratitude.

EXT. HILTON GARDEN INN. EVENING.

Craig Cornish stands waiting. Steves Cornish approaches.

STEVES
Brother.
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CRAIG
Steves.

STEVES
I’m proud of you. Finals is a big 
deal.

CRAIG
Thank you. We’re real pleased.

STEVES
Craig, whatever happens...

CRAIG
...we’ll celebrate our victories 
and learn from our defeats.

STEVES
(chuckles) Dad’s little phrase.

Craig turns to Steves. Offers his hand.

CRAIG
Good luck.

Steves shakes Craigs hand. Cannot look him in the eye.

EXT. MTSU FOOTBALL STADIUM PARKING LOT. NIGHT.

The stadium exterior. Band members in civilian clothes. Janie 
Mae and Odessa Pickard prepare. Coltrane and Johnny Reb 
prepare. Stadium Lights. 

FADE TO BLACK:

EXT. MTSU. FOOTBALL. STADIUM. NIGHT.

The band surrounds Cornish. Stands on a small hill under a 
tree. The stadium behind him.

Johnny Reb gives a downward head nod. The band member who 
asked about “secret weapon”.

Janie Mae smiles. Coltrane beside her. Gives Coltrane a bump 
with her shoulder.

CRAIG CORNISH
Band. This is it. Finals. 
(beat)
I want to read something that some 
of you upperclassmen might 
remember. 
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Craig carefully unfolds a piece of paper.

Andy Harmon perks up. Hannah Cruz smiles in the background.

CRAIG CORNISH (CONT’D)
This has been with my family for 
some time.

Craig reads the letter to the band:

April 13, 1865. (20:46 hours in the evening military time)

Dear Major  J.T. “Beaumont” Cornish,

Such a perilously dangerous journey of importance this life 
of ours. I hear the birds in the trees in the front lawn of 
this old drafty big white house. Crickets too. Reminds me of 
home. Kentucky.

I’m told you were of tremendous service in the battle to 
preserve our union. Bravery at Vicksburg. Courage under fire. 
I have no doubt. You were all brave. 

The band listens, intently.

For some reason unfamiliar to me I felt compelled to write 
you this evening. This nation will now have sons and 
daughters across borders. There will be a kinship that 
develops amongst us as we continue to learn and grow. 
Together. We can, of course, never forget the stains of our 
past. But we can grow through them. 

Tell your brothers and sisters in Kentucky. Tell them that 
what we do, we do for each other. For our families. For our 
hearts. And ultimately for our souls. 

Folks from simple rearing, you and I, well we believe in 
common sense. Grandpa Lincoln said it best, “Point your feet 
in the right direction, put one foot in front of the other, 
repeat.”

In gratitude,

CORNISH
...signed Abe Lincoln.

Band members impressed. Johnny Reb laughs gently to himself.

CORNISH (CONT’D)
I think that says it all ladies and 
gentlemen. 

Inspired faces.
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CORNISH (CONT’D)
Section leaders. Let’s do your 
final checks.

INT. MTSU STADIUM. TUNNEL. MOMENTS BEFORE.

The band, in uniform, makes their final preparations. 
Expressions of excitement and determination. Laughter.

Andy Harmon confides in another TUBA PLAYER, 15, male, 
European ancestry, “slacker” accent.

ANDY HARMON
Man. Just wanna say I’m sorry. We 
had that class together and I was 
kind of a dick.

TUBA PLAYER, unphased.

TUBA PLAYER
No worries man. I put a shit plate 
on your front porch.

Andy laughs.

ANDY HARMON
That was you?

Fist bump.

INT. TUNNEL. MOMENTS LATER.

Janie Mae and Hannah Cruz move towards the front of the 
formation in the tunnel. The trumpet line. Janie Mae gives 
Coltrane’s ass a pinch. He looks back, serious. Laughs. Janie 
Mae does a cute face.

INT. TUNNEL. MOMENTS LATER.

Odessa Pickard and Johnny Reb talk.

JOHNNY REB
So I guess if there’s anything to 
say to each other this would be a 
good time to say it.

ODESSA PICKARD 
I’m good. 

Odessa stretches her arms upwards, smiles, turns, walks away.
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Johnny Reb, playfully stunned, gives a slight chuckle.

Katie Belle and Odessa high five. 

EXT. MTSU STADIUM. BLEACHERS.

Chavez takes the empty seat beside Aretha Cornish.

CHAVEZ
All right, all right, all right.

Aretha Cornish chuckles. Shakes her head.

ARETHA
Chavez...

Aretha shares her funnel cake with Chavez.

INT. TUNNEL. MOMENTS LATER.

Cornish walks towards the front of the band. Stops in front 
of Coltrane.

CRAIG CORNISH
This is your moment.

COLTRANE
This is our moment. All of us.

CRAIG CORNISH
Our moment. I like that.

Cornish gives a quick eyebrow raise. 

CRAIG CORNISH (CONT’D)
Here we go.

The football field ahead in the light. 

SLOW FADE TO:

EXT. MTSU FOOTBALL STADIUM. FINALS PERFORMANCE. 

Bright shiny mirrors. The color guard open their props in 
time with the music.

The band performs on field.

The drum line bangs it out. Johnny Reb.

Coltrane crouches down, hatless, nailing the high notes.
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Janie Mae and Katie Belle perform tumbling runs in opposite 
directions.

Drum solo. Base drums removed and placed flat towards 
audience. Caveman style.

The crowd dances in the bleachers.

Majorette twirls. Odessa Pickard twirls with the color guard.

Tight, fast, precise drill movements.

Coltrane hits the last high note.

Cornish inspired, nods.

FADE IN TO:

EXT. MTSU. FOOTBALL STADIUM. MOMENTS LATER.

The trumpet line, pointed towards the press box, advances.

The trombones counter. The drum line and horns lean back.

The cheerleaders and rifles. Simultaneous landing.

The tubas side step. Saxophones, in formation, do a sharp 
turn. Snares and quads backwards marching.

A line of cheerleaders and color guard. The cheerleaders do 
back tucks. The color guard rifles throw quads. 

The cheerleaders and rifles. Simultaneous landing.

The trumpets slither. 

Rapid drill movements.

INT. MTSU STADIUM. BLEACHERS.

The crowd cheers. 

INT. MTSU PRESS BOX.

The band on the field. Precise drill movements. Color guard 
flashes. 

The announcer nods his head to the music.
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INT. MTSU STADIUM. BLEACHERS.

Aretha beams. Chavez excuses himself and exits up the stairs.

EXT. MTSU. FOOTBALL STADIUM. ON FIELD.

Bright flags open. Andy Harmon marches backwards. 

The cheerleaders dance. Bobbing and weaving.

Company front. The horns. Up and down the line.

Big finale on three double forte high C’s. Fireworks explode. 

The stadium lights shut off. Cornish looks surprised.

A moving image appears in the darkness on a large projector 
screen on field. John Coltrane, in black and white, soloing 
on saxophone.

Darkness on field. Movement.

PLD band members light flames. Lighters click. 

INT. MTSU PRESS BOX.

Darkness on field. Coltrane on screen. 

The field illuminates with lighters raised. The band members 
spell out “A Love Supreme” with their drill formation.

FADE IN TO:

EXT. MTSU FOOTBALL STADIUM. THE RESULTS.

The bands lined up on the field, each occupying a width of 
ten yards. Announcements.

ANNOUNCER
And in second place overall, 
winning the award for best overall 
impact, Paul Laurence Dunbar High 
School Marching Band from 
Lexington, Ky.

The band members react without breaking attention. Cornish 
nods. Blows a kiss with two fingers to Aretha in the stands. 

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Well Dunbar didn’t win the Contest 
of Champions that year. 

(MORE)
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We did win it the next, or was it 
the next next, anyway the point is 
we pursued excellence AND we had 
fun. 

The Contest of Champions trophy is awarded to Lafayette High 
School. Steves Cornish, looking unfulfilled, accepts the 
trophy ahead of his DRUM MAJOR.

CUT TO:

INT/EXT. FLASHBACK MOMENTS FROM EARLIER IN THE FILM.

Homecoming. Johnny Reb and Odessa’s “Dirty Dancing” moment. 
Johnny Reb reveals his corsage to Odessa Pickard.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
We loved well. We made a 
difference. We tried. 

Andy Harmon on the curb with his tuba. Hannah Cruz kisses. 

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
110% we tried. And we never forgot 
that night.

EXT. MTSU STADIUM. THE FIELD. AFTER THE SHOW.

Coltrane shakes hands with members of the Lafayette band. 
Johnny Reb trade stories with the “enemy” about cool parts of 
the shows. 

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Coltrane took the opportunity and 
attended Schaffer Prep for his 
senior year, then later Juilliard. 
He stayed a year before signing 
with Blue Note and hitting the 
road. 

Johnny Reb and Coltrane trade stories with the “enemy” about 
cool parts of the shows. 

EXT. MTSU STADIUM. THE FIELD. AFTER THE SHOW.

Janie Mae and Katie Belle hang with the Lafayette color 
guard. A Lafayette band member flirts with Odessa Pickard.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Johnny gets a post card once a year 
from him. 

JANIE MAE (V.O.) (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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Some say that out past the 
abandoned strip mines near 
Paintsville if you listen closely 
on a full moon you can hear a 
trumpet playing “I’ll Fly Away” 
over the sound of train whistles in 
the distance. 

EXT. THE HILLS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY. MOONLIGHT.

Coltrane, still seated under the mockingbird tree, solos 
silently. 

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
‘course locals say it’s just 
Gabriel warming up for the ‘ol 
second coming, whenever that’s 
scheduled to be.

CUT TO:

INT/EXT. FLASHBACK MOMENTS FROM EARLIER IN THE FILM.

Johnny Reb cruises Northward in his Challenger. Shirtless. 
Windows down. Hair blowing in the wind.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Johnny Reb went to Harvard to see 
what those folks knew. I suppose 
actions speak louder than words. He 
stayed a week before coming back 
home to the University of Kentucky 
and to Odessa Pickard. 

Johnny Reb and Odessa Pickard under the bleachers at the 
football game.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
They were married three years 
later. Dessa, John Townes, and 
their son Geraldine live in 
Elizabethtown, Kentucky. 

Johnny Reb and Coltrane hit baseballs at the batting cages.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Dr. Odessa Pickard is the principal 
of the local high school. John 
teaches history and coaches the 
women’s softball team...really? The 
women’s softball team?

JANIE MAE (V.O.) (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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(laughs)
He and Dessa are in still in love. 

EXT. MTSU FOOTBALL STADIUM. MOMENTS LATER.

Odessa Pickard on Johnny Reb’s shoulders. Odessa gets away.

INT/EXT. FLASHBACK MOMENTS FROM EARLIER IN THE FILM.

Aretha Cornish teaches Janie Mae and Katie Belle at cheer 
practice. Coaches Hannah Cruz.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Mom passed several years ago. She 
was mourned. And loved. 

Aretha and Craig speaking over books in bed. Slow dancing 
together at homecoming.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Dad became a local legend of sorts, 
in certain circles. He was a good 
teacher. He was a good friend. 

Craig, Coltrane, and Johnny Reb talking on the first day of 
band camp. Janie Mae and Dad speak on the bus ride to MTSU. A 
family dinner at the Cornish residence.

EXT. MTSU STADIUM. MINUTES LATER. 

Craig Cornish and Aretha stand together on field, mingling 
with the band. Chavez, Johnny Reb, and Janie Mae. Chavez 
holds an electrical engineering textbook, mischievous look on 
his face.

JANIE MAE (V.O.)
Today, Craig is Director of Bands 
at Middle Tennessee State 
University, where the Contest of 
Champions is still held every year 
for the best high school bands in 
the country. 

Steves Cornish, trophy in hand, approaches Craig. Steves puts 
the trophy down. Hugs his brother. Steves tears up. Craig is 
moved. A moment. 

The PLD band together.

JANIE MAE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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JANIE MAE (V.O.)
That was the last time the whole 
gang was ever together like that. 
But we never forgot that night, 
that time, that love that bridged 
the bonds of kinship between and 
beyond us. It was beautiful.

The principal players pose for a photograph with other 
members of the PLD and Lafayette bands. Craig & Steves 
Cornish. Laughter and smiles all around

JOHNNY “REB” TOWNES (V.O.)
I don’t mind saying that what 
happened on the field that night 
was nothing short of magical. I’ve 
read about those moments where time 
stops and you’re in this special 
groove made just for you and your 
friends. That one moment in time. 

CUT TO:

INT. UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY. SOUND STAGE. TV LIGHTING.

Odessa Pickard and Johnny Reb, seated beside one another on 
retractable basketball court bleachers. They address an off-
camera interviewer.

ODESSA PICKARD 
Well, it wasn’t like that. It was 
fun, but don’t get me wrong it was 
high school you know? It’s supposed 
to be fun. At least it used to be. 

Odessa gets playfully serious.

ODESSA PICKARD (CONT’D)
And if it wasn’t fun for you, or 
isn’t fun for you right now, then 
you know I’m sorry. Being a kid is 
tough, a teenager is just. Well 
it’s tough. Make a friend...

Johnny Reb laughs.

ODESSA PICKARD (CONT’D)
...call your mom, paint a fence, 
fix your car, play some music.
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JOHNNY REB 
Music! And don’t ever change your 
accent. 

Johnny Reb nods off-camera.

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
That’s it. 

Odessa smiles in agreement. Johnny continues to speak off 
camera. Then to Odessa.

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
You didn’t think I was going to 
hand out the secret to life did 
you? 

Johnny Reb addresses camera.

JOHNNY REB (CONT’D)
I’m just kidding. That’s easy. Girl 
Scout Cookies....

CUT TO:

INT. UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY. SOUND STAGE. DIM LIGHTING.

Janie Mae, 19, sits in a tall director’s folding chair. 
Cropped IN-N-OUT BURGER t-shirt. Tight jeans. Heels. Crossed 
legs. Right leg bobbing.

JANIE MAE
So I guess this is where I tell you 
what we learned – my conclusion, 
right? 

Janie Mae looks upwards, off camera.

JANIE MAE (CONT’D)
Coltrane says it’s always good to 
end a story with a quote. He says 
someone else has already said it 
best. 

Janie gets even more playful.

JANIE MAE (CONT’D)
So if you can’t top it, steal from 
them and go out strong. So I picked 
a guy I thought y’all’d all like.

The camera turns to Coltrane, 19, NYC cool. 
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Coltrane holds the sound boom above Janie Mae’s head. 

Johnny Reb, 20, bearded directs. Odessa Pickard, 20, standing 
in front of him, natural black hair with purple streaks, mans 
the camera. University of Kentucky sticker. 

It’s clear the ladies have pranked Coltrane into speaking on 
camera. Johnny Reb signals for him to go on and speak.

COLTRANE
”We are not enemies, but friends. 
We must not be enemies. Though 
passion may have strained, it must 
not break our bonds of affection. 

Janie Mae smiles.

COLTRANE (CONT'D)
The mystic chords of memory will 
swell when again touched, as surely 
they will be, by the better angels 
of our nature.”

Janie Mae meets eyes with Coltrane.

JOHNNY REB (O.C.)
And cut. That’s a wrap.

The kids laugh and relax. Hugs with the ladies. The men shake 
hands. Odessa grabs her backpack.

ODESSA PICKARD
I’ve gotta run. Class.

Pecks Johnny Reb on the lips.

JOHNNY REB
Bye babe.

ODESSA PICKARD
By C. Good to see you babe.

Odessa gives Coltrane a kiss on the cheek as she runs out.

Johnny Reb turns to Coltrane. 

JOHNNY REB
Thanks for coming brother.

COLTRANE
Wouldn’t miss it.

Janie Mae, looking California, saunters up behind the two 
men. Johnny sees what’s coming.
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JOHNNY REB.
Think I’ll let you...well.

Janie Mae and Johnny Reb embrace. Old friends. The best kind.

JANIE MAE
Hey there Johnny Reb.

JOHNNY REB
Goodbye baby doll.

Johnny Reb exits the sound stage.

Coltrane and Janie Mae approach each other. She grabs his 
hands.

COLTRANE
Hello lover.

Janie Mae gives Coltrane a soft, playful kiss. 

JANIE MAE 
I remember that kiss. 

(beat)

JANIE MAE (CONT'D)
See you around Louis.

Janie gives Coltrane one last peck on the lips. Turns. Slings 
her mint green JanSport over her shoulder. Walks off stage. 

FADE TO BLACK:
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************************************************************

Since its inception in 1990, students from Paul Laurence 
Dunbar High School in Lexington, Kentucky have won:

- Eight national cheerleading championships

- Seven marching band state championships

- Four men’s soccer state championships

- Three swimming state championships

- Two men’s baseball state championships

- One men’s basketball state championship

We’ve had some pretty good softball & football teams too.

************************************************************

CUT TO:

************************************************************

In 2017, for the first time in 55 years, the Contest of 
Champions was cancelled.

A “White Lives Matter” rally in Murfreesboro, Tennessee 
created safety concerns.

Spring Hill High School in Tennessee rapidly organized a 
smaller, local Contest of Resilience.

In 2018, The Contest of Champions resumed. 

************************************************************

CUT TO:

************************************************************

In loving memory of Jessica “Janie Mae” Cornish, 1976 - 1996.

************************************************************
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